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Preface
In 1992, one year before the centenary of the Club, I

for transcribing the Tournament winners from the

was invited to write a history of Knowle Lawn Tennis

Honours Boards, to Adrian Somerfield and Debra

Club. The optimistic deadline for completion was

Porritt for the many hours spent setting up the book

1993, and as the invitation coincided with my partial

so attractively for printing, and to Adrian Somerfield

early retirement I started with great enthusiasm and

for designing the cover. I apologise for any errors

made much progress. Unfortunately, the demands

that there will be in the book. The text ends in 2006

of a new working life, which included a six year

but I have included Tournament winners for 2007.

term as Chairman of the Club, meant that for much

With the completion of this book many of our

of the next eight or nine years progress was made

records will be deposited in the Bristol Record

only spasmodically. Now, in 2007 I am able to see

Office.

the completion of the Project.

I have tried to focus on people because it is they

I could have produced a small booklet spanning the

who shape any organisation, and there are so many

first hundred years of the Club, but my objective was

people who have been, often unconsciously, shapers

to produce a full record of the Club, to give some

of “Knowle”. Oddly, it is more difficult to write

pleasure and evoke memories for long-standing

of the people of the present because there are so

members, to inform younger members of what

many of them, and I am conscious that some of the

has gone before and what makes Knowle the Club

greatest contributors to “Knowle” are those who do

that it is, and to provide a record for those who

not make the headlines or occupy the top positions

will know Knowle through its second century. So,

in the Club, so my apologies to anyone who looks

unapologetically, the story of KLTC is written in

in vain for a mention in the book, and thank you for

detail. I would like to think that it not only tells the

your contribution to our Club.

story of the Club, but also says something about the
social history of Knowle, and reflects some of the
social changes of the past century.

As I have written this book I have been aware
of groups at various times in the life of the Club
establishing life-time friendships. I have also been

I could not calculate the hours spent researching and

aware of the support that members have given to

writing this book; it has given me much pleasure.

each other in difficult times which has resulted in a

My main source of information has been the

deepening of relationships. No contemporary event

Committee Meeting Minutes, with other information

could better express the “Knowle” friendship across

coming from a variety of sources, including

the ages and the pleasure that we have in each other’s

newsletters, handbooks, and photographs and, for

company than the memorable Presentation Evening

the early years, the minutes of the Cricket Club.

of November 2007.

Very important have been my own memories and

Quite simply, I offer this book as a return for all the

those contributed by other members and former

pleasure that membership of Knowle Lawn Tennis

members for which I am very grateful. Particular

Club has given me over a period of forty plus years,

thanks are due to Bernard Coombs for suggesting

and to Mary over a longer period.

the project and repeatedly responding to requests
for information or confirmation, Richard Sleeman
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Chapter 1
The Beginnings
We date the beginnings of our Club to 1893 because

days. Interest soon waned and in 1880 the course

it is in that year that the formation of a Club was

was closed, the grandstand subsequently being

proposed, and work was begun to set the Club in

demolished.

motion. 1893 is a remarkably early date for the
Club’s formation because the first lawn tennis club
in the world had been formed only 21 years earlier
in 1872 at Leamington. The first lawn tennis was
played at the All England Club in 1877, and the LTA
was formed in 1888.

T.P. Barrow described the area in the “early eighties”
in the Knowle Cricket Club Centenary book. “…
it was a joy to go to the Racecourse and watch my
heroes playing cricket. The field was vastly different
from today. It was bounded by a hedge as now, also
one running along Broad Walk – then a narrow

It is difficult for us in 2007 to visualise the Knowle

lane. On the south side was a two – barred wooden

of a hundred years ago. The Cricket Club, in

boundary. There was a “dip” running parallel

existence since 1852, was a village cricket club in

with the Wells Road wall. This dip was a swamp in

a rural setting on the edge of the nineteenth century

the winter and the boys used to slide on the frozen

development which had spread out along the Wells

surface. Tom Smith, from whom the Club rented the

Road. There was no Broad Walk, only a narrow lane;

field, had his lime kiln where Crossways Road now

where Knowle Park and Lower Knowle or Knowle

is. Looking in the direction of Dundry, nothing but

West are now, were farms including Queensdale

fields with a few farmhouses dotted about, could

Farm and Lower Knowle Farm. Only the older

be seen….The dip was levelled and Tennis Courts

houses had been built in St Martins Road and the

were laid.”

Church awaited expansion to its present size.
The beginnings of the Tennis Club are recorded in
It is fascinating to try to discover the history of

the Minutes of a Committee Meeting of the Knowle

the area where cricket, tennis and bowls are now

Cricket Club held at the Totterdown Hotel on March

played, Reece Winstone’s Bristol as it Was 1874 –

1st 1893.

1866 shows a photograph of Knowle Racecourse
Grandstand in 1873. The caption accompanying
the photograph informs that the Grandstand stood
south of the present Wells Road/Broad Walk
junction where a cricket ground and houses stand
today. Apparently the new racecourse was opened

Members present were Messrs W.H. Esbester, A.J.
Esbester (Chairman), S.G. Phillips (Secretary), M.
Durnford, S. Smith, W. Biggs, H. Terry, A.Roche
and J.W. Jarman.
The Minutes read:-

on 19 March 1873 when the Prince of Wales was
among the 100,000 who attended on the first two
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a tennis club in connection with the Knowle Cricket

manage. Carried unanimously.

and Football Club and was supported by Messrs A.J.
However, all these enthusiastic plans came to

Esbester and M. Durnford.

nothing in the short term because the Minutes of
Proposed by Mr S.G. Phillips

29 March 1893 tell us:-

Seconded by Mr W.H. Esbester
re. ground. The Treasurer said that he had paid
that Messrs Durnford, A.J. Esbester, W. Biggs with

Smith for last year’s rent of ground, and Smith

the Secretary, Mr S.G. Phillips form a sub committee

refuses to let us play tennis.

for tennis.
A further attempt was made to persuade Smith, and
There was obviously much enthusiasm for the idea

Minutes of 6 April 1893 tell us that Mr Carpenter

of a tennis club because the Minutes of March 12th

explained that he and Mr Phillips had waited upon

1893 state:-

T (Tom) Smith about the Ground but he would not
give a decided answer for a few days.

re.Tennis. Mr A.J. Esbester stated that he had seen
Smith about the ground and Smith said he would

Mr A.J.Esbester proposed and Mr M. Rees seconded

let us have a decided answer when last year’s rent

that tennis stand over until Saturday.

was paid.
There is no further mention of tennis until the
Mr Durnford said that the ground would require

Committee Meeting of the Cricket Club at the Talbot

horse rolling.

Hotel, Knowle. April 23rd 1897. Mr A.J. Esbester
presided. Present - Messrs Pocock, Jarman, Rees and

Proposed by Mr J.W. Jarman

G Munden. It was unanimously decided to have a

Seconded by Mr S.G. Phillips

Tennis Club in connection with the Cricket Club,

that a tennis club be formed in connection with
the Knowle Cricket and Football Club. Carried

and that Mr Pocock be secretary, and that a sub
committee be appointed. The following were then
elected: Messrs Pocock, Jarman, Rossiter, Durnford,

unanimously.

Lucas, and Bedell. Carried unanimously.
Proposed by Mr S.G. Phillips
That tennis then started at Knowle there is no

Seconded by Mr M. Durnford

doubt. The Minutes of 29 March 1899 record that
that the annual subscription be five shillings (25

“it was decided to leave the matter of tennis to the

pence) with an entrance fee of two shillings and

members”.

sixpence, and a sub committee be appointed to
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The Beginnings continued
We can look back on this late Victorian and

there were real concerns about the whole ground.

Edwardian period as one of great enthusiasm for

The Cricket Club Minutes of 9th September 1899

sport in Knowle and remember with gratitude

record:- “ Attention was called to the state of the

those individuals and groups who were prepared

ground. The approach is a disgrace to any club

to channel that enthusiasm and put in the hard

and cattle and horses spoil the pitch, and now Mr

work necessary to form and maintain the various

Smith has allowed a “Gospel Tent” to be pitched on

clubs. In addition to the Cricket Club there was

the ground and used during matches.” As a result

the Knowle Football Club which grew out of the

of this the Cricket Club started to investigate the

Knowle Cricket and Football Club. T.P. Barrow

possibility of alternative sites, agreeing that the

writes about Knowle Rugby Club playing on the

matter was urgent. Such an action would have ended

field in the early1890s, and comments that they

the life of Knowle Lawn Tennis Club in its infancy.

had a fine side in those days. In 1903 a Bowling

Fortunately the Minutes of 30 July 1900 reported

Section was formed from which developed our

that “the deputation had waited upon Mr Smith and

neighbours, Knowle Bowling Club. In 1909 there

found him in a very amiable mood being willing to

is mention of a lease being signed with the Knowle

let only sheep graze on the field and also would not

Firfield Tennis Club, but there is an earlier mention

let out the ground for football.” The Cricket Club

in 1907. Knowle Golf Club was formed and played

agreed to stay at Knowle and the tennis members

over the Racecourse until moving to their present

must have breathed a sigh of relief.

course in 1926. The Minutes of 31 October 1905
record that the “Golf Club handed over £2 to the
treasurer in acknowledgement of their right to play
over the cricket field.” The same meeting records
Mr Goodfellow advocating the Club being called
the “Knowle Athletic Club” embracing Cricket,
Golf and Tennis, hoping that there would be separate
committees for each section. The question was felt
to be rather difficult and was held over. There is no
further mention of this proposal.

In 1901 it is recorded that a good sum of money
would have to be expended on the Tennis portion of
the ground. It would appear that this was done and
in 1905 there were proposals for laying additional
courts, 8 additional courts, not all for Knowle
Tennis Club.
It would appear that the whole area was originally
owned by the Smyths, and sublet. Mr Tom Smith of
Queensdale Farm rented his land from the Smyths,

We should not think of Knowle’s grass courts at
any time as approaching Wimbledon standard and
certainly in the early days they would have been

sub-let the cricket ground to the Knowle Cricket
Club, who in turn let the courts to the tennis clubs;
Knowle Cricket Club remains our landlord.

decidedly rough. In fact, at the end of the Century
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Knowle Tennis Club, taken from the Bowling Club area pre 1903.

Probably Knowle Firfield Tennis Club Early 20th Century

In 1905 the Cricket Club negotiated an agreement

leases (something not unfamiliar to more recent

to take over the tenancy of the ground at a rent of

members). 29 October 1907, “It was reported that

£23 11s 0d (£23.55) per annum. The rent per tennis

the Knowle Club, represented by Dr Lucas, had

court prior to this agreement would appear to have

covered three greens and they wished to know if
the Club (Cricket ) could grant them a lease of so

been £3, but afterwards was £5.

many years, of course subject to our own tenancy
By 1907 the Club was in the business of negotiating
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The Beginnings continued
left to the chairman to settle.” In July 1908 three

that is now the Cricket Club Car Park and the third

year agreements were renewed. The photograph on

lane of the Wells Road, with three En-Tout-Cas

Page 8 shows the courts at Knowle in these early

courts at right angles to our present courts. Up to

years of the 20th Century. There is some uncertainty

the Second World War there was another Club on

whether these are Knowle Tennis Club courts or the

the site, the Avenue Club, first mentioned in 1916.

Avenue and a private court, with Knowle Firfield’s

It is difficult to be precise concerning the location

courts to the left.

of its courts, but as the courts nearest to the Car
Park were at right angles to our present courts until

The Minutes of 29 October 1910 record the intention
to fill in the “dip” to allow additional tennis courts.
“The Ground Committee recommended the
acceptance of Messrs Ridd & Son’s offer to tip at
3 pence per load, to obtain 70 loads at one shilling
(5 pence) a load from the Mound on the Flower
Show Field, and to invite the sanitary authority to
use the “dip” as a tipping ground. A motion was
carried unanimously that “the filling in of the “dip”
as suggested should be considered in conjunction

1950, it is likely that these were the Avenue courts,
with another court, a private court, where our path
and grass area were under the widened Wells Road.
This would seem to be confirmed by the 1929 lease
which states: “The Knowle Tennis Club agree to
keep in good repair at their expense, the fencing on
the Bowling Green and Cricket Field sides and to
halve the cost of repairs to fencing between their
three courts and the adjoining three courts (two
Avenue Tennis courts and one adjoining Wells

with Mr Spry’s estimate for relaying the Bowling

Road.” This is at variance with the memory of Ruby

Green and laying a tennis court, which was granted

White, former Firfield member aged 101 in 2006

to Knowle Tennis Club in 1911 possibly giving the

who suggests that the “Knowle and Firfield Clubs

Club three courts. It is uncertain whether The Club
always retained this court. The Club is recorded as
having two courts in 1919, and in 1929 as having
three courts.” (I use the title “Knowle Tennis Club”

were side by side but the Avenue had one, maybe
two, courts between the Clubs and the Cricket
Field.” The photograph on Page 8 seems to show
the courts of Knowle Firfield.

because that was the title of the Club in its early
days; indeed the first mention of Knowle Lawn

What is fascinating to read in the Cricket Club

Tennis Club is as recent as the agenda for the 1950

Minutes is of the various private courts which

AGM.)

occupied the site, one the “ex- Chistlehurst court”
being recorded in our Minutes of 25 May 1949 as

Almost all the current members of Knowle Lawn

being in a poor state. By the early years of the 20th

Tennis Club will only be aware of the one Club on

Century, before the “dip” was levelled there are

the site with four hard courts. Older members will

mentions in the Cricket Club Minutes of rent being

remember Knowle Firfield Club occupying the area

paid annually by individuals for courts which we
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Courts of Knowle and Knowle Firfield Tennis Clubs - Early 20th Century

must assume were for their private use, although

yet another new court was laid. The Minutes of 23

we can only guess at their location. eg. 24 August

July record “unanimously decided to lay a tennis

1905 “Mr Rossiter undertook to take one court and

court in the far corner of the field. Mr Miller would

level same for first year’s rent and Mr Woodman

be pleased to rent the same on terms equivalent to

one on “dip” at £5 provided that it is levelled.” On

the other courts.” (Is it possible that some of these

8 September 1905 Mr Rossiter made an offer of £5

courts were located where the Crossways Road

per season for “two courts near the pond”. By 8th

houses now stand?)

December 1905 8 applications had been received
for 8 courts, some of which would have been the
Knowle Tennis Club’s courts. The proposal that the
courts should be laid was made by Mr Woodman
(father of Mr Les Woodman a prominent member in
the early post war years). Using a method employed

These private courts are interesting both in terms
of giving a flavour of the popularity of tennis in the
early years of the 20th Century, and because some
of them certainly come into what is now Knowle
Lawn Tennis Club.

on a number of occasions since, three loans of £10

There is little mention of the private courts after the

were made which, with the £40 advanced by the

First World War, and it is possible that they had been

tenants, would provide the total of £70 for laying

reduced to two. Mr Brookhouse Richards who lived

the eight courts. It was reported on 2 August 1907

on Wells Road (Cleeve House?) certainly had one

that the new courts had paid for themselves; in 1909

until 1927, and it is possible that this was located
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The Beginnings continued
next to the Avenue Club (near the Wells Road?) as

It would seem that there were problems of courts

they were offered it on vacation by Mr Brookhouse

being short and the Club was not above a bit of

Richards but rejected it. The court was subsequently

skulduggery to remedy this. Perhaps hoping that

let to Mr James Bennett for £12.12.0d per year and

no-one would be around on a cold February day

is probably the court that in 1949 was mentioned as

to notice, the Cricket Club Minutes of 15 February

the “Chistlehurst” court.

1907 record thus: “Chairman reported that he had

Our knowledge of the affairs and state of the Tennis
Club in these early years is very fragmented and is
based on occasional mentions in the Cricket Club
Minutes made available through kindness of the
President, Mr Alan Rice. Certainly there were rises
and falls in the Club’s history, and several occasions
when its future was in doubt. The Minutes of 23

noticed a man cutting turfs from our ground who
stated that he had received orders from Mr Dugdale
(Tennis Club Secretary) who, on being written to,
apologised for not asking permission, but asking
Cricket Club to alter the courts”. Chairman was
authorised to give sanction for use of turfs already
cut, themselves to get the work done.

November 1899 tell us that Miss Sage, the Hon
Sec. of the Tennis Club having submitted the Tennis
Accounts showing a balance in hand of £1.17.10d, it
was proposed “that the best thanks of the Committee
be given to Miss Sage for the admirable way in
which the Tennis Club had been managed”. By
contrast the minutes of 17 May 1901 indicate the
fragility of the Club only two years later, “… some
members expressed the opinion that it was not
worthwhile keeping on the tennis portion of the
Club, but it was explained that the extra rent would
have to be paid this year. After some discussion it
was decided to let the matter take its course for the
present season”.
Some problems do not change. 1 July 1901, “it was
mentioned that Pavilion had been left open all night
on two occasions by Tennis Members and that seats
were left out and one broken by them”.
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Chapter 2
The Inter War Years
It is only the older generation that has any memory

the Cricket Club to modify its demands, urging the

of these years, and yet we have ideas of what life

Committee to avoid forcing our tenants to complain

would have been like. We can think of the Club

of severe treatment to the Council. “We should

resuming its normal activities after the First World

all do all we can to make a favourable impression

War, almost certainly saddened by the loss of

on the Council.” When admitted, the Deputation

members in that War. Unemployment in the Great

pleaded the difficulties caused by the war, increased

Depression, growing rights for women, changing

costs, and the effect of an increase on membership.

fashions, and perhaps the shadow of war falling

After the Deputation’s departure the increase was

across those long hot summers of the Thirties would

modified from £3 to £1.10.0d (£1.50) per court per

all be part of the Tennis Club in this time.

annum. The final agreement, accepted by all sides,

The 1914-18 War had certainly been a difficult time

was £5 per court, plus £1.0.0d per court donation

for the Club but on 15 March 1918 the Club signified
its intention to continue. That did not prevent the
Club applying for and obtaining a rebate of £2.10.0d
on the two tennis courts for the present season. (It is

to the Knowle Cricket Club. (It is an indication of
the decline in the value of money that passionate
pleading was worthwhile for amounts that we would
now consider to be trifling)

interesting that the Club was only paying rent on two

It is interesting to note that by 1927 the rental was

courts at this time whereas there seemed to be three

£12.12.0d per court on a yearly tenancy.

courts in earlier years, and there were certainly three
courts in 1929.) The Club’s difficulties were such

Our first Minutes, independent from those of the

that on 8 November 1919 the secretary of the Cricket

Cricket Club, record a meeting held on 2nd February

Club wrote to the Tennis Club “pointing out that the

1927 at 257 Wells Road. Those present were Mr A

wire fencing was in a bad state thereby permitting

Hill (President), Mrs Hill, Miss Moore, Miss Glover

sheep to get into the Bowling Club and also to point

(later Mrs Coombs, mother of Beryl and Bernard),

out the bad state of one of the courts”.

Miss Coward, Mr Culverhouse, Mr Young, Mr R
Iles (Secretary), Mr Payne (Treasurer). The meeting

The raising of the rent to £8 per annum per court in

gives a snapshot of the finances of the Club for that

1920 resulted in a special meeting of the Executive

year. The annual rent for the courts was £12.10.0d

Committee of the Cricket Club on 6 February 1920

(£12.50), the subscription was £1.10.0d (£1.50),

to meet a deputation from the Tennis Club, tenants of

and the cost of tennis balls 14s 6d (72.3 ½p) per

Knowle Cricket Club. The Knowle Cricket Ground

dozen.

was due to come under the control of the Bristol
Town Council from 1 April 1920, and Mr T Barrow

The end of year credit balance in 1927 was

of the Cricket Club was instrumental in encouraging

£43.14.10 ¾ d, in excess of what was expected but
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The Inter War Years continued
the Club did not feel sufficiently confident to be able

was uncertainty about whether the ground could be

to take over Mr Brookhouse Richards’ court when

retained, but this was resolved by the Cricket Club

it became available.

negotiating a new lease with Bristol Corporation for
21 years. The new lease between the Cricket Club

The Minutes of 23 March 1927 record that there

and the Tennis Club was agreed as follows:-

KNOWLE CRICKET CLUB
KNOWLE BRISTOL
March 25th 1929
The Knowle Cricket Club agrees to let to the Knowle Tennis Club the Three Tennis courts now
occupied by the latter and the said Knowle Tennis Club agrees to Rent, on the same conditions as at
present exists, at a yearly Rental of Twelve pounds Twelve shillings per Court, or Thirty-six Guineas
per annum from this date subject to notice to terminate same given on either side in the September of
any year. Rent to be paid by 21st June in each year. The first Rent due June 21st 1929. The Knowle
Tennis Club to put the courts in good condition and necessary repair at the end of each season to the
satisfaction of the Knowle Cricket Club.
The Knowle Tennis Club agree to keep in good repair, at their expense, the fencing on the Bowling
Green and Cricket Field sides and to halve the cost of repairs to fencing between their Three Courts
and the adjoining Three Courts, (Two Avenue Tennis courts and one adjoining Wells Road).
For and on behalf of Knowle Cricket Club,
Stanley Sutton
Hon. Secretary
For and on behalf of Knowle Tennis Club,
Albert, Geo Hill President
D.W. Ware Hon Secretary
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The fortunes of the Club fluctuated in the late twenties
and early thirties. A full membership in 1927 had
changed so that by March 1929 membership was
in decline and the AGM of that year appealed to
members to get more players. Matters did not
improve and the Committee Meeting of Monday,

Resolved:“that the secretary be instructed that notice be given
to Knowle Cricket Club to terminate the agreement
under date March 25th 1929 and that we vacate the
courts occupied on 30th Sept 1931.”

1st September 1930 records:- “The President stated

The balance reported at the AGM of 1930 was £8,

that the Club having been in existence for some 37

and the meeting confirmed that notice had been

years it was his painful duty to have to call attention

given to vacate the courts.

to the serious position of the Club at the present
moment. This problem was created by considerable
decline in membership during the past three years,
which decrease attributable to marriages, leaving
the district etc.

However, the Club survived; we are told in the
meeting of 7th April 1931 that it was decided to
close the lists of the Club, a probable membership
of 62 was expected, and the 1934 AGM asked that
members be accepted to a limit of 65; in 1935 there

The present membership was 32/35 which was
not sufficient to run the Club financially. It was,
therefore, for the Meeting to discuss ways and
means of continuing the Club as a paying concern
or disband”.

were 63 full members.
In 1927 Knowle Firfield had indicated that they
wished to lay down hard courts, but Knowle were
still playing on grass, a situation that continued
with all grass courts until 1950 and the last courts

Having had the question of economy in hand and

converted in 1954. Our first minutes indicate that the

carried out as far as the general requisites of the Club

secretary was given power to arrange for scything

were concerned, the question of the rental of courts

to be done to get courts in order for 1st May. The

had been raised with the Knowle Cricket Club and

meeting of 20th March 1931 records that “horse

correspondence was read which had passed between

and roller be hired for one day”. Groundsmen

the two parties.

problems always seem to have been with us – 10th

In a letter dated the 9th July 1930 the position was
laid before the Knowle Cricket Club, that the Club
would experience difficulty in carrying on unless a
reduction in rent could be granted. The reasons for
making the application were stated. A reply was
received dated July 26th 1930 which stated that no
reduction of rent could be entertained.
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March 1933 “dis-satisfaction at the way Paynter
had performed his duties in the post.” Incidentally
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The Inter War Years continued
and preparing them for play at the commencement

at that time. (How different from today when only a

of the season; this required an overdraft guaranteed

minority of Club members are present on Saturdays

by five members. (With our all weather courts

and they are going home at 4.30.)

it is difficult for current members to appreciate
the amount of time involved in maintaining grass
and, later, shale courts; also, of course, the limited
amount of time available for play – tennis was only

For the first time, in 1933, the Club decided to elect
a captain and a vice captain, the captain to be a
gentleman and the vice captain a lady. (no equality
in those days)

a summer game.)
In 1935 the pavilion was dismantled and replaced.
It is likely (echoing the activities of the sixties) that
the members did much of the work. The sum of
£32.17.6d is mentioned but it is not certain whether
this was the total cost. Spectating was also from
the Terrace where apparently members were able to
shelter from the summer sun under an awning. At
this time the Club had three courts, two lower ones
and an upper one.

There were friendly matches, for example with
Firfield, an annual event until the Club merged
with Knowle in 1966, and with the Avenue. We are
told that competitions were held on bank holidays,
major days in the Club’s calendar. There were also
Club Singles and Doubles Tournaments. The 1936
AGM records that lady members should be allowed
to arrange afternoon matches.
Members were considering the ways in which the

It was during this inter-war period that the Club
started to develop its competitive activities. Matches
were certainly being played in 1927. The Club was a
member of the Gloucester Lawn Tennis Association,
but because of the Club’s difficulties it severed its
connections in 1930 and also did not enter the Inter
–Club competition. Even at this difficult time the
Club resolved to continue matches as in the past.
By 1933 the Club were members of the Bristol and
District Lawn Tennis League, and it is certain that
they would have been founder members. Selection

courts should be used. At the 1929 AGM we see the
first evidence of “lady power”. “The ladies appealed
for more mixed foursomes, and the modesty of the
gentlemen having been overcome it was agreed
to mix more freely and mixed foursomes were
organized.” By 1931 Friday nights were recognized
as Gents Preference Nights with the rider that “the
preference was to be only that Gents were to play
with Gents and not precedence on the courts.” In
1937 this was changed to Tuesday.
The subscription in 1930 was £1.10.0d (£1.50).

for matches was apparently by the Committee, and
to carry out this function they met at the Club every

The part played by particular people in the life of

Saturday at 6pm during the match season. One

the Club becomes more apparent at this time. At

assumes that many Club members would be present

the 1930 AGM Albert Hill resigned as President
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after 20 years or more in the post. This was not

with the statement in the Minutes: “September 3rd

the end of his contribution to Knowle; he is listed

1939. England declared war on Germany. As a

as Captain from 1933 – 1935 and Treasurer from

result the Club’s Annual Dance has been indefinitely

1939 – 1943. The prominent role of the Hill family,

postponed.”

living at 257 Wells Road during the 1930s, was one
of the features of the Club, and we owe much to the
various members of that family. In 1931 we have the
first mention of the presence of Mr and Mrs Edgar
Pilgrim in the Club and Edgar being elected to the
Committee, the beginning of a long and important
association by Edgar until his death in 1979. In 1934
Norman Clark, later secretary of the Club and one
of those, with his wife, Doris, most concerned with
the success of the Club in the early post-war years,
is first mentioned as a member. In 1936 Alec Brown,
later to be treasurer for 20 years, joined, and by
1939 was on the Committee. In 1932 Reg Jenkins,
later secretary, treasurer, chairman, and president,
joined the Club. In 1934 Mr and Mrs Les Woodman
joined the Club; Les was later to become treasurer,
and was chairman in the first years of the Club’s
post-war activities.
Those with memories of Knowle before the
building of the Broad Walk Shopping Centre will
be interested to know that in the thirties Keens
Restaurant on Wells Road was the usual venue for
the AGM. The social life of the Club during these
years seems to have been good. Annual Dances,
sometimes twice annual, perhaps at the Berkeley
Café or the Whiteladies Ballroom, always with
an orchestra, were a feature. There were whist
drives, Christmas draws, and, of course, Saturday
teas. The social life of the Club comes to an end
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Chapter 3
Wartime Years and Post-War Revival
After the initial alarm, resulting in the cancellation

duration of the War; Crescent Club had made an offer

of the Annual Dance, life at Knowle Tennis Club,

to members to play with them. The courts were left

as in so many other places, just seemed to continue

to the sheep who fertilized and kept the grass short

as normal in the early part of the War; it was the

until play re-commenced in 1948. Three trustees

Phoney War. The Gaiety Cinema, now sadly

were appointed to look after the Club’s affairs, Mr

demolished, was being used for social evenings;

Thompson (auditor), Mr Hill (treasurer), and Mr

there was a combined whist drive and dance the

Jenkins (president). The Committee met only once

music interestingly being provided by a “radio

more during the War on 27 May 1943 when there

gramophone;” there was a winter dance with a

were four members present. It was reported that

band.

all the crockery had been stolen, and chairs were

The 1940 season started on the last Saturday in
April and seems to have been a quite normal
season. However, uncertainty is shown by the fact
that while the Club was giving provisional notice
of vacating the courts because of War, the balls for
the 1941 season were being considered and the Club
was planning to continue in the 1941 season. The

distributed for the duration of the War (Were they
ever returned?) Mr Hill had died and the secretary
having resigned Mr Jenkins took over the not very
onerous duties of secretary and treasurer. Mr Hill
is Mr Albert Hill who in 1930 was mentioned as
having been president for 20 years; he is one of the
figures of the past to whom we are most indebted
for our tennis club at Knowle.

Avenue Club, had closed, had been approached for
members, and in 1941 there was agreement that their

Hardly surprisingly there is no further mention of

courts could be taken over.

the activities of the Tennis Club until 1946.

However, events overtook these plans. Between
th

The post-war story of Knowle Tennis Club opens

the Committee Meeting on 19 April and the one

with a meeting of interested members at Harrowdene

on 5 May 1941 the Club had suffered bombing

Road Church Hall on 16th December 1946 called by

damage to the pavilion estimated at £30, and to the

Mr Reg Jenkins, President, Treasurer and Secretary;

courts rendering them unplayable. One court had a

there were twelve members present. Mr Jenkins

20ft crater! Possibly during the same raid, Mr Ben

reported on the present position and his negotiations

Heaven, former secretary of the Club, was killed

with the Knowle Cricket Club. The present position

standing in the doorway of his house with Alec

being somewhat obscure, there being no guarantee

Brown when a bomb hit the house. Sadly for the

that the courts would be fit for play by 1st May 1947,

Club most of its records were in the house and were

it was agreed to elect a deputation to meet members

th

th

destroyed. At the 5 May meeting it was decided

of the Knowle Cricket Club and after this meeting

that the activities of the Club would cease for the

to call another meeting of the Tennis Club.”
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In March it was agreed to re-start in 1947. By April

officers. Amongst the 36 members present were

31 applications had been received, amongst them

Gilbert and Eileen Briggs, Gilbert later to become

Philip Woodruffe, Club Captain and prominent

Life President until his death in 1982, and Eileen,

member of the very successful 1950s teams. The

one of our later Vice Presidents and remaining

Committee met three times in April and there was

actively interested in the Club until her death in

much to be done to get the Club in readiness for the

2001. The same meeting recorded that Mr Ray

anticipated opening. There was obviously much

Ling, active in the 1950s and 1960s, and largely

enthusiasm because the membership was raised to

responsible for the erection of the “1963” pavilion,

65 and there were only male vacancies. Work had

joined the Club.

to be carried out to ensure that the pavilion and
kitchen were habitable. The water supply had been
damaged during the war and had to be re-instated,
and the gas supply had to be re-instated. Reviving
rationing memories of older present day members, a
tea licence was required from the Ministry of Food.
The Club had to state the number of hot beverages,
180, and their suppliers – Jacksons (Grocers)
and Tozers (Dairies) – both of happy memory.
Remembering that all the crockery had been stolen
the kitchen required re-stocking. All was in vain as
on 11th June the Committee were told that the courts
were not ready and the Club could not re-start until

After a break of seven years play finally recommenced
on Saturday, 8th May 1948, but on two courts only
out of a possible six. (The six courts were the three
held by the Club pre-war, the two former “Avenue”
courts, and the former private court.) (Younger
members may not understand how it was possible to
have six courts when now there are only four. The
main reason is that until the 1960s the Wells Road
was narrower and Club land lies under the third lane,
but also until the 1950s the courts ran parallel to the
main road with less room around the courts.) Eileen
Briggs recorded that it was hardly a Wimbledon

1948; subs were refunded and the groundsman’s

surface; the grass was all bumps.

contract was cancelled.

For the 1949 season the Club was offered three

In February 1948 the two former Avenue Club courts

courts at £15 each or the six courts for a total rent

plus the “Bottom Court”, the last private court,
latterly known as the Chislehurst, were formerly
offered to Knowle and accepted, with a takeover
date of 1st May 1948.

of £75. At a special General Meeting members
decided by a large majority to take the six courts.
A letter from Stan Sutton, Secretary of the Cricket
Club to a member stated optimistically, “For the
first time for ten years all of the Tennis Courts will

A General Meeting of the Club was held in the

be in use but a lot of war damage to the wall and

Cricket Club Pavilion on Friday, 5 March 1948 to

fences remains to be repaired and negotiations are

formalise the re-starting of the Club and to elect

still going on to rebuild”. The reality was that the
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Wartime Years and Post-War Revival continued
former Avenue courts required complete re-turfing

were they Club trophies or were they trophies for

which was undertaken at the expense of the Club.

individuals? Perhaps they are languishing in lofts

Only five courts were available for play that season

somewhere in Knowle. (How different from 2007

because of the unplayable state of the former private

when no less than 13 trophies are competed for.) In

court. The next year there was still a comment about

1950 the practice of reserving Wednesday evening

its poor state. Membership at this time was 70 (28

for Men’s and Ladies’ Doubles was started. There

men and 42 ladies) and to meet the rent and other

was at this time some thought of grading members

expenses it was agreed to raise the sub to £2.10.0d

but it was agreed not to proceed with this.

and increase the membership; by March 1949 the
membership was 84. We must think of it as being
a very enthusiastic membership. The Minutes
state that it had been a very successful first season,
and there was a splendid spirit. The number of 51
at the 1949 AGM caused the President, Mr Reg
Jenkins, to state, “a splendid attendance reflecting

The active social life of the Club has been mentioned.
These were the years of the Club annual outing, in
1948 to Exmouth requiring two 27 seater coaches
and in 1950 to Paignton. There were also fortnightly
social evenings at the now demolished Gaiety using
the ballroom. In 1949 it was decided to purchase

the interest and enthusiasm of members, revealed

a galvanised store hut and to extend the kitchen.

a splendid spirit which prevailed in the Club.” He

Teas were important, not just socially but the Club’s

also commented on the good weather, good standard

finances depended on them. (5p would purchase
two cups of tea, two sandwiches, and two cakes.)

of play and good spirit socially.

Because of the financial importance of the teas it

Competitive play started immediately that the Club

was agreed that the only concession to children was

reopened, with the Club competing in the Bristol

to allow half portions at 2 ½ p.

and District League. Match Practice was fixed on
Monday. In 1948 the General Committee was also

Tennis dress was formal, there being repeated

the Selection Committee and met each Saturday

references in the Minutes to the enforcement of the

at 7pm. By 1949 there was a separate Selection

ground rule requiring dress to be “whites”. The

Committee. A Mixed Doubles Tournament was

Committee meeting of 6th May 1950 records that

played over one week in July 1948. The winners of

it was decided to encourage members to wear a

the 1949 Tournament were Mr Philip Woodruffe and

Club blazer.

Miss E Coggins. On the occasion of the Presentation
the President, Mr Reg Jenkins, stated that “in all
his years of association with the Club this was
the first occasion that trophies had been given…”
Interestingly, we have no trace of these trophies;
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successful only £50 was available and to raise the

the conversion from grass to hard courts. By the

residue it was necessary to raise the subscription

next month, at the Annual Meeting in September,

to £2.12.0d and take out a bank loan using the

firm plans are being put to the membership, and

time-honoured method of asking for guarantors.

approved, but the story of the development of the

Sadly, we are told that the work was not successful

courts belongs to the 1950s.

and the days of grass courts at Knowle were
numbered, probably partly because the satisfactory
groundsman was a rarity resulting more frequently
in the comment “the groundsman failed to give full

As mentioned earlier, the agenda for the 1950 AGM
is the first recorded use of the term “Lawn”; prior to
that the Club was simply “Knowle Tennis Club”.

satisfaction.” Also there was a concern about lack

As we close this chapter of the Club’s life it is right

of help from members in court preparation. So by

to pay tribute as the Bristol Evening Post did on 19

August 1950 the Committee is considering laying

June 1954, to those to whom we particularly owe

two hard courts to replace the grass courts nearest

the revival of Knowle after its wartime closure –

the Bowling Club. It is interesting that as landlords

Les Woodman, Reg Jenkins, Norman Clark, Edgar

the agreement of the Cricket Club was needed for

Pilgrim, and Alec Brown.

Club Members - Early 1950s
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Chapter 4
The 1950s – The Golden Years
The Club has no records from 1951 – 1955 and I

were laid E-W and not N-S as previously. Norman

am grateful to members and former members who

Bishop tells us that the impatience of the players

have provided information: the late Ivor Balmond,

resulted in the courts being played upon before they

Norman Bishop, the late Eileen Briggs, the late

were really ready resulting in tarmac lifting off on

Derek Cordy, Ray Ling, Gwynneth Pearce, Beryl

to shoes on really hot days (and there were some in

and Bernard Coombs, and Margaret and Maurice

the 1950s summers) (How like our experiences in

Hearst who I was fortunate to meet on a visit to

2006!). The courts were later painted green because

Bristol from their home in Guernsey. My other

the black courts produced black balls. There must

source was an article in the Bristol Evening Post,

have been some regret at the disappearance of

Saturday, 19 June 1954.

those grass courts but the ruining of games by wet

It appears that the court position at the beginning of
the decade was that Knowle had five grass courts,
laid out N-S not E-W as today. There is some doubt
as to whether all five courts were playable. The
courts included one in front of the bank, a feature
remembered only by those associated with the Club

weather, the disruption to the league programme,
and in 1950 the abandoning of the unfinished Club
Tournaments due to bad weather making the courts
unplayable, made the change inevitable. The bonus
was that for the first time in its history Knowle had
all year round play.

pre 1968, and now lost under the widened Wells

Immediate on completion of this project the decision

Road. How often when we have been playing on

was taken to convert the remaining courts, next to

winter afternoons with the sun low in the sky have

what is now the car park, and re-align them. The

we regretted that the courts are not still N-S, but the

grass court in front of the bank went out of use at

space behind the base lines would be impossibly

this time. Not tarmac here but shale, En Tout Cas

limited.

Championship courts were constructed, again taking

Approved in 1950 and put into effect immediately
the grass courts nearest the Bowling Club were
re-laid with tarmac and gravel. This was a major
expenditure for the Club. The minutes of the AGM
held on 29 September 1950 read that, “The original
idea of turning the courts and cutting into the terrace

up loans from members, and with the help of an
LTA loan. (The paying back of these loans was a
task patiently undertaken by Alec Brown and took
until the early sixties.) The courts were opened on
17 April 1954 by Mr Fuller Eberle, the President
of the GLTA.

bank was not considered satisfactory as this would

During the immediate post war period accommodation

cost a much higher figure.” The lack of minutes after

was very sparse. During 1948/49 the kitchen and

this meeting prevents us from knowing what made

pavilion were reclaimed from a bomb-damaged state.

the Club change its mind, but the resultant courts

In 1951 work commenced on the building of a new
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Club members laying the foundations for a new pavilion 1951

pavilion on a high stone base with Maurice Hearst

These were golden years for the League Teams,

as the main organiser using voluntary labour and

but in the 1950s only one Men’s and one Ladies’

much of the material being supplied by Ray Ling’s

team. The matter was raised at every AGM from

father (see photo above). The photo shows the old

1956- 60, and each time the proposal for second

stone wall which went with the road widening, the

teams was defeated; the minutes of one AGM

bank now under the Wells Road, and the siting of the

recall an impassioned plea for a second team which

pavilion in relation to the Wells Road gate). It was

was rejected, the Chairman saying that the time

a simple structure consisting of Men’s and Ladies’

would come but not yet. The 1959 AGM rejected

Changing Rooms. The pavilion was opened in 1952

a proposal on the Chairman’s casting vote, him

by Mrs Pilgrim (see photo opposite).

deciding to leave matters as before.

The Club was still without toilets and relied on

In the immediate post-war period the Men were in

using public toilets in Broad Walk where the Broad

Division 5 and the leading players were Norman

Walk Shopping Centre now is. The use of the

Clark, Les Woodman, Edgar Pilgrim, a player noted

public toilets was a source of much amusement to

for his stroke play, and Ron Oram. The Evening

some visiting teams and little amusement to others.

Post in 1954 comments on Les Woodman that “not

Fortunately, the toilets were well looked after, the

only did Les Woodman lap up the opposition he also

attendant in the Ladies’ toilet was well known to

lapped up considerable quantities of water during a

club members, and when there was Saturday Tea

match. More often than not a special supply had to

she was included.

be kept available for him to drink”. (perhaps unusual
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The 1950s – The Golden Years continued
Opening of the
New Pavilion
1952
Back Row:
Edgar Pilgrim
Idwal Jones
Cliff Burr
Bill Taylor
Fred Corbett

Front Row:
Mrs Pilgrim
Margaret Hearst
Gladys Jones
Gwen Manning
Ernie Woods

Opening of the
new En Tout Cas
shale courts
17 April 1954 by
Mr Fuller Eberle,
President GLTA
Left to right:
Idwal Jones
Pip Stone
Frank Hudson
Ron Hall
Philip Woodruffe
Margaret Hearst
Nellie Mason
Gwynneth Pearce
Gwen Manning
Edgar Pilgrim
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in the 1950s but not in the 2000s)

In 1953, the year when the Ladies’ team won the

In 1950 the Men’s team started their rise from
Division 5 and by 1954 they were in Division 1 with
Bristol, Redland, Optimists, Elmgrove, and Clifton.
The peak was reached in 1955 when the team was
runners up in Division 1. Much of this success was
due to the perseverance and leadership of Phillip
Woodruffe, elected Captain in 1950, a player noted
for his court craft and highly-skilled tactics. He was
well supported by other strong players including Pip
Stone, Frank Hudson, Ron Hall, and Jack Taylor.
The Men’s team never reached this peak again, some
players moving to other clubs, apparently due to a
major disagreement. By 1959 the men had been
relegated to Division 3, and this was a particularly
bitter pill to swallow as the Ladies were now in
Division 2 and for the first time higher than the Men.
In the later years the team included Fred Martin,
Fred Carter, and notably Derek Cordy, until his
death remaining with the Club as a Vice President
and, subsequent to a successful playing career,
served tennis more widely, notably as a Wimbledon
umpire. Derek Cordy recalls that “when league
matches were being played we had tremendous
support from other Club members; quite often 20+
came with us to away matches often surprising other
clubs.” The outstanding young player of the late
1950s was Robin Townsend, joining in 1958, who
made his debut in the League First Team at the age

Group 6 Championship, they went through the
season undefeated; this was Nellie Mason’s first
season. The Team won their group in 1954, 1955,
1959 and 1960 to bring them into Division 1 in
1961, for much of the time under the captaincy of
Betty Ford.
Nellie was the outstanding player of this period,
renowned for her high playing ability in local tennis.
She won the Bristol Ladies’ Inter Club Singles in
1954 at the age of 50, was still playing in the League
team in the 1960s, was playing weekday tennis when
she was 80, and played a ladies’ doubles at the age
of 86. The late Ivor Balmond recalled a story told
to him by the late Alf Dell about Nellie: “Knowle
were playing away and, arriving at the club, Alf
was asked if any of the Knowle team had arrived.
Alf pointed out Nellie sitting in the corner of the
pavilion. The information was received with some
surprise and, passing another of her team, remarked
to her, “granny’s playing”. Nellie overheard this
exchange and, on court, let them know that granny
was indeed playing.
Much of the success of the team was also due to
Betty Ford, a powerful and competitive player, who
for some years partnered Nellie. Betty had great
enthusiasm and commitment to the game, and later
in her Knowle playing career when she was living
in Lydney, nothing would deter her from making
the Monday and Friday journeys to Knowle. Who

of 15 and continued to be a major strength through

would show such commitment to match practice

the 60s. In 1960 he won the West of England Junior

today, and part of this time was pre-Severn Bridge

Boys Singles Tournament.

when the crossing was either via the Aust Ferry or
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The 1950s – The Golden Years continued
via Gloucester! Of Nellie and Betty, Ivor Balmond

and has been active ever since in League, Club, and

says, “I remember Nellie and Betty challenging all

Weekday play, and serving on the Committee. In

comers, male or female, mixed pairs or men’s, and

our centenary year we had three generations of the

I never saw or heard of them losing a set”.

Pearce family as playing members.

A young player joining the Club in 1956 was Mary

A look back at league

Sheppard, to become Mary Walkerdine in 1962, a
member of the Committee by 1957, someone who
immediately established a place in the team and is
still playing in 2007. Mary’s playing contribution
to the Club is outstanding, 50 years playing for the
first team, representing the Club and winning the
Inter Club Ladies’ Singles 6 times - most recently

Someone asked: “Are you on any of those old
photographs?” Well, yes, starting way back in
the 50s no less. So what was “league tennis like
then? No, we didn’t wear ankle-length skirts, play
with fish-handled racquets though they did have
wooden frames.

in 1999, and her name frequently found on the Club’

In the early 1950s many clubs were still getting

Honours Boards most notably winning the Ladies’

their act together after the War. Knowle had just

Singles 12 times and the Ladies’ Doubles 14 times.

converted two of its grass courts to hard and in 1952

Other notable players in the later 1950s included

the ladies had started to progress from the bottom

Anne Whiting who tragically died at the early age

division eventually to reach Division 1. Clothes

of 40, Helen Cordy and Gwynneth Pearce. Beryl

were just coming off coupons so most of us made

Coombs had joined the Club by 1955, and in 1959

our own dresses; the “circular” skirt was a popular

was elected to the Committee. When Beryl joined

design. Tennis shoes were just white plimsolls- no

the Club the minimum age for Seniors was 17, there

£50+ trainers then! I had a pair from BATA 4/11d

was an entrance fee of £1 and the subscription was

(25p).

£3.75.

Monday was still match practice night when

Norman Bishop reminds us of one match requirement

everyone competed for a team place. (only one

that fortunately no longer applies, the need for each

team each for men and women) Nellie Mason

match to have an umpire sitting in the high chair.

always played. How many of the opposition were

Norman says, “I spent quite a number of Fridays
sat umpiring and hoping that my opportunity would
come to be selected for the team!”

an article written by Gwynneth Pearce for the VW
Tournament Magazine and re-produced here with
her permission. Gwynneth joined the Club in 1953
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The 1950s – The Golden Years
Men’s First Team
which gained
promotion to
Division 1 in 1953
Left to right:
Jack Taylor
Phillip Stone
Phillip Woodruffe
Frank Hudson
Ron Hall

First winners of
the Mixed Doubles
Weekes Trophy in
1953
Nellie Mason and
Norman Bishop
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The 1950s – The Golden Years continued
us in our everyday clothes. Unfortunately track suits

occupy four courts, and Saturday was the big day

hadn’t been invented so if it was cold or wet we just

of the week for Club Tennis. Play started at 2pm

played in our whites and froze! Occasionally we

with brand new balls, sets were produced using

were lucky enough to get a lift like the time we all

a list system, and between 4.30 and 5pm a bell

piled into Ernie Wood’s van out to Somerdale.

was rung, usually by Mrs Helen Beere who was

Many of the smaller clubs we played at have now

responsible for organising tea. Play ceased whatever

gone. I remember games up by Redland Station,

the state of the game and tea would be taken in the

down on the Portway, and some sloping courts off

deckchairs or sitting on the grass, remembering

Great George Street.

that there was a more spacious area then. The late
Eileen Briggs recalled that the charge for tea was 6d

Later, in the 60s second teams were started. Once
we went up to a club at Westbury, changed into
tennis gear and walked out on to the court ready to
play much to the amazement of some girls knocking
up, and discovered that we were at the wrong club;
ask Beryl about that one! Rockhill at Keynsham
was in the middle of a nursery garden and we spent
quite some time searching for lost balls among the
raspberry canes and fruit bushes.
We played to win of course always which is what
league tennis is all about, but we had lots of fun,
laughs and companionship. My happiest memory

(2 ½ d); it was served from a long trestle table and
was magnificent; the ladies baked all day Friday to
provide it. Play then went on as long as the light
lasted, 9.30 – 10 in the summer; coffee was served
at 9pm and the remnants of the tea were sold for 1d
(1/2p). No slipping off home then after 7 hours of
tennis, the courts had to be brushed and the lines
swept clean.
By 1957 the peak of Club Play attendance had
passed, and two comments made at that time have
echoed through the minutes of succeeding years

is of the enjoyment I had and that is how it should

up to the present day, “that attendance at the Club

be.”

is still not in line with the large membership”

Golden years for the teams but the Fifties were also

members”. Another comment made in 1958 that will

golden years also for Club Play. The early 1950s

resonate with Committee members over the years

are years that have never been equalled, in terms

was that “complaints had been raised concerning

of players using the courts. In 1954 the Club had a

the condition of the balls”; nothing changes.

and “complaints of non-attendance by top flight

membership of 100 full members; in 1957 the Club
advertised that it had a “few” vacancies, membership
being 87 members. Full member subscriptions were

Controversially, there was an unsuccessful move
in 1958 to restrict Sunday morning play to men’s
doubles; no such sex restrictions now.

£3.15.0d (£3.75). Sunday morning play would
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At this time playing tests for new members took

there were 40 members.

place on a particular occasion, not over a period
of time; they were not just a formality – applicants
are recorded as being rejected. Ivor Balmond’s
experience would have been typical: “We were
somewhat concerned about being scrutinised by a
jury, but presented ourselves for the ordeal at the
appointed time……we soon found ourselves on
court playing tennis. This continued right through
the morning and everyone was very friendly and
welcoming….As time went on we were beginning to

Arthur Wright, the donor of Trophies still being
played for, was running the Wednesday afternoon
section.
Of players still with us Norman Bishop joined the
Club in 1950, Gwynneth Pearce in 1953, Beryl
Coombs in 1955, Mary Walkerdine in 1956 and
Bernard Coombs in 1957. Peter Feltham, who
joined the Club in 1958, was still playing in 2005.

wonder when the dreaded tests would take place…

Mention has already been made of some members

the last set came to a close…we were approached

prominent during this time. Norman Clark,

by the Club Captain…who expressed the hope that

secretary in 1950 and again in the late 50s although

we would enjoy our association with the Club. We

the latter occasion very much as a “pressed” man,

only then realised that, without being aware of it we

and his wife Doris, were very active members in

had passed our test.”

these post-war years. Les Woodman, chairman
and treasurer from 1947 –52 and then made a life

Instigated by Pip Stone in the mid-50s, were
sections A, B and C; As would never play with
Cs. It had a very brief life and was disliked by the
majority.

member, was another hard worker for the Club.
His membership carried on a family tradition as his
father had been involved in the revival of 1902. Cliff
Burr, chairman 1954-60, had a friendly out-going

An interesting comment for us in 2007 when there
are many teams, was made in 1954. “Those who
do not make the standard of the league “team” have
an interesting variety of friendly matches arranged
for them.”

personality, a rotund figure with a beaming smile;
he was a useful player. Alf Dell, a Knowle player
of long-standing, specialised in “arty crafty” shots,
and years afterwards any similar shot was described
as doing an “Alfie Dell”; together with Phillip
Woodruffe he remained a spectating supporter until

Junior tennis was being encouraged at this time

late in life, each Friday to be seen watching from

under the leadership of Edgar Pilgrim; we read that

the cricket ground. A stalwart of the same period

the Junior section was enlarged in 1954, in 1957 it

was Bert Young. Alf Brown was the treasurer; he

is described as being “independent”, and in 1958

is remembered as a very conscientious treasurer,
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The 1950s – The Golden Years continued
but very questioning on the spending of the Club’s

at the Salutation Hotel (surely not in Henbury).

money; it was the time of introducing premium

Bernard Coombs suggests that one of the reasons

bonds and, although over-ruled, he is reported as

why dances at the Gaiety were popular during

being reluctant to purchase bonds.

Norman Clark’s tenure as secretary was that, despite
not having a car, he would call on every member to

Beryl and Bernard Coombs soon became involved
in the Club, an involvement that has continued to the
present time, and not surprisingly Bernard was soon
on the Committee, an early responsibility being the
buildings of the Club. Mention has been made of
Robin Townsend and another arrival from the Junior

sell tickets, and one felt obliged to buy them. Up
until 1957 there was an annual Childrens’ Christmas
Party usually held in the Cricket Club pavilion. In
the early 1950s the favourite local was the Talbot,
now the Cathay, but the Red Lion, now demolished,
must have replaced it in popularity because by 1953

Section in 1959 was Geoff Bush, soon to take his

the Weekes family, licensees of the Red Lion, were

place in the Men’s team and serve the Club in many

donating the Weekes Trophy for mixed doubles, first

positions until his departure to London in 1975.

winners Nellie Mason and Norman Bishop. These

Perhaps a major difference from today when few

were the years when the annual Tennis League

households are without a car and members come

Dance was very popular and tickets were hard to

from a much wider area, in the 1950s Knowle was

come by. In 1958 24 members attended.

a very local club, mainly Knowle families and the
majority probably being within walking distance.
However, not just anyone could join Knowle. Eileen
Briggs recalls that when Gilbert became secretary
he was informed that it was the secretary’s job to vet
incoming members “to see that they were socially
acceptable.”
In the 1950s the social life of the Club was closely
linked with the tennis playing, barbecues on Saturday
evenings when play had finished, skittles on the hard
courts, and dancing to records on the hard courts.
Skittles evenings at the Happy Landings were a
feature of the Club social life, and the minutes record
that in 1957 there was a pre-summer season dance
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Winners of Weekes Trophy 1958 Robin Townsend

Late 1950’s: Gwynneth Pearce, Mary Walkerdine,

and Anne Whiting

Betty Ford, Helen Cordy and Gwen Manning

Late 1950s?
Group including Beryl and Bernard Coombs, Ray Ling and Robin Townsend in front of the 1952 Pavilion
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Chapter 5
The 1960’s - A Decade of Change
The story of Knowle Lawn Tennis Club becomes

1960s and are either still with us or have left their

more difficult to tell as we approach the present day

mark to be remembered. Audrey Chamberlain

and the memories are more personal. Perhaps the

and Rodney Swan joined the Club in 1962, the

selection of what to say inevitably becomes more

author joined in 1963, and Peter Wayborn joined

personal; there are certainly memories, of pleasure,

the Seniors from the Juniors in 1964. The closure

inevitable change, and much development.

of Knowle Firfield Club in 1966 brought, notably,
Anne Hill, Laurie Dinham, Hal Gaudern, and Roy

Joining that small group of people who began their
association with the Club in the 1950s we have a
larger number of people who joined the Club in the

Hunt into the Club; their contribution to the Club
has been enormous, and “where would we have been
without them”? Sadly, in 1965 Doris and Norman

1960 Winners Group 2 Ladies - promoted to Division 1
Back Row (left to right) Mary Walkerdine, Betty Ford, Eileen Organ.
Front Row: Pam Richardson, Nellie Mason, Anne Whiting
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Clark ended their long association with the Club;

itself to improving its facilities.

Norman was made a Vice President in 1967. Reg
Jenkins, Life Member and former President, a prime
mover in the reopening of the Club after the Second

By May 1963 the president, Edgar Pilgrim, had
obtained at a cost of £75 a disused chicken hut which
was to become the pavilion. First of all planning

World War, died in 1970.

permission had to be obtained, then the foundations
Falling membership had seen the Seniors reduced

laid. Saturday afternoon tennis was chipping old

to 59 in 1960 and members were rallied to recruit

mortar off bricks between sets under the direction of

new players. There was a feeling of stagnation and

Ray Ling. The budget for erecting the building was

it is perhaps significant that the Club Tournaments

£120. In its original state it was filthy and without

were not held in 1960 and 1962.

In 1963 there

sufficient windows. Work required included,

were 101 Seniors (sub £4) and 42 Juniors (sub £1),

renewing the roof covering, cutting and inserting

a massive increase on the 1960 numbers, and it

additional windows, installing lighting, scraping the

was considered that the Club was near saturation.

external wood and painting it blue, and decorating

The membership limit was increased to 120, but in

the interior. It is interesting to note that there was

1965 this was exceeded with 125 seniors plus 50

only temporary planning permission, “subject to the

juniors; this was the high point of membership. It

use being discontinued and the structure removed

was still high in 1966, the year of Firfield’s closure,

on or before 31 December 1973”; with various

with 116 seniors and 34 juniors, but by 1969 there

improvements over the years it actually served the

were 74 seniors (sub £5) and 75 juniors, reflecting

Club for 30 years. By 1964 the pavilion was housing

a change in the composition of membership that

a piano and table tennis table. Amazingly between

has continued.

1972 and 1975 it hosted a full size snooker table;

At the 1962 AGM the chairman, Derek Cordy,
said that the senior officers felt that the Club has

it has to be said that without small cues use would
have been impossible, and probably its greatest
value was as a base for refreshments.

not moved forward enough in recent years. He
put forward the idea of a new, bigger pavilion,

In 1965 a modest scheme costing £36 resulted in

also toilets (remember that the Club was still using

much-needed enlargement of the changing rooms.

the public toilets in Broad Walk, now in a state

The balcony of the 1950s building was removed

of decline and to be swept away with the later

and the wall moved out to almost double the size

development of the Broad Walk Shopping Centre).

but still providing only modest accommodation.

Bernard Coombs, club captain, echoed this in his

Newer members will be surprised to know that the

report, challenging the Club to raise its financial

only kitchen facilities at this time was a hut in the

horizons, and from then on the Club committed

corner of the grounds adjoining the old Bowling
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The 1960’s - A Decade of Change continued
1964 Winners
Group 2 Ladies
- promoted to
Division 1

Back row:
Beryl Coombs
Betty Ford
Christine Aylward

Front row:
Pam Richardson
Mary Walkerdine
Margaret Hobbs

Post War Club Presidents

Reg Jenkins

Edgar Pilgrim

Gilbert Briggs

Bernard Coombs

1938-50

1954-79

1979-82

1982-
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Club pavilion from which the bell was rung every

the necessary fund raising which was undertaken

Saturday to summon players to tea.

enthusiastically and energetically, spearheaded by
Laurie Dinham. The Club needed to raise £470,

As early as 1963 estimates were being obtained for
installing toilets and first approaches were being
made for grants. Apart from the lack of finance at

a considerable sum in the 1960s, and needed to
raise it quickly. An anonymous donor loaned £300
interest free, £209 was raised in 8 months and in

that time (Hurfords estimate was £500), the major

18 months £510 had been raised. In October 1969

problem was to connect in to the sewer connection

it had become apparent that no grant would be

on the far side of the Wells Road. By 1967 the road
widening of Wells Road to create the third lane at

forthcoming and it was agreed that the work should
go ahead. The official opening of the improvements

the junction with Broad Walk was being mentioned.

was on 2 May 1970 by Maurice Sinclair, President

It was realised that it was probably now or never

of the Bristol LTA. The scheme was completed by

to get a sewer connection at the same time as the

the cladding of the changing rooms in 1972.

road was being widened and on 17 July 1968 the
sewer connection, at what seemed then to be an

The courts continued to require attention; these were

enormous cost of £205, was agreed; all that this gave

the years of the “red and green” courts, the “red”

the Club was a “hole in the ground”. To fund this

courts being the “en tout cas” shale courts and the

expense a loan of £150 was obtained from the LTA

“green” courts being the all weather tarmac courts.

guaranteed by members, and members were asked

Of course, in the winter play was usually only

to try to raise £1.50 each to pay for the connection.

possible on the green courts and in those days many

By this time road widening had started, resulting

members were summer players only. The summer

in a considerable loss of land to the Club, what

of 1962 may be remembered as a particularly dry

may had originally been a court and more recently

summer and watering restrictions caused the closure

was a raised garden and lawns. The pavilions were

of the shale courts. Some things don’t change; there

moved forward, painted, and a store was included;

are references in the minutes to the problems of few

new paths were laid and steps were built; the area

people being prepared to work on the courts, league

round the pavilions was turfed. The road widening

players needing to be reminded of the requirement

and consequent disruption lasted for a year and was

to sweep the courts before leaving the Club, and

not completed until September 1969 although the

the state of the courts. (Newer members have no

majority of the disruption was in 1968.

experience of watering, rolling and brushing courts.)

During this time of road widening plans were
going ahead for toilets, showers and a new kitchen.
The Loo Fund was launched and the Club started
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The 1960’s - A Decade of Change continued
Loos and Drains

K

The Knowle’s a club of quite high class,
No playing balls upon the grass
No heels or boots on red courts seen,
Do what you like upon the green.

We raffled all that we could see
From flower pots to cups of tea.
The president with kindly face,
Made a pilgrimage to see the place.

There’s changing rooms and a clubhouse too
But sad to say there is no loo.
There’s deckchairs, seats and a lovely lawn
And a clubhouse where we rest and yawn

And chairman Bernard came to see
You know him now, that VIP.
He cannot wait much longer now,
The grass is taller now, somehow.

And from the roof, a bird’s eye view
Of a rather tatty, smelly loo.
There’s many a tree and many a shrub
And the grass grows fast around the club.

And then a sport that caused much talk
A fifteen mile sponsored walk.
All the members old and new
The things they did to get a loo.

The members moaned, “See what we’ve missed”
No good to drink and all get ………….(drunk)
So at a meeting all agreed
To build a loo to meet the need.

Miles along a railway track,
Seven there and seven back,
People dropping with fatigue
Must do better in the league

The road was widened by the club
Further now to reach the pub,
A sewer cost one fifty pounds
The Council said, to reach our grounds.

Quite a number got back home,
All wet and worn out with their roam
Laurie staggered in on legs
That felt a bit like wooden pegs.

But when the bill we asked to see
Two hundred pounds was now the fee.
A civil servant known as Bush
Said our money was not flush.

With chair and beer mug he was met
All for the sake of a toilet.
Bernard, Mike and Peter too
All did their bit to get a loo.

A legal wrangle then ensued
But Geoff has sorted out the feud.
The money raising then began
With help from every girl and man

A hundred pounds was made that day
To help the funds and pay our way
And when at last the loo was here
The people raised a mighty cheer

We all got drunk on cheese and wine,
And for a loo we all did pine,
We raffled all that we could see,
So that we could have a …….(loo)

But at last, before relief
An opening, both quick and brief
Maurice Sinclair pulled the chain
And we all rushed in before the rain.

Roy the plumber said, “Don’t worry
I’ll help you in your desperate hurry,
But all his tea breaks took some time
And people waited in a line.

The ladies gave a lovely feast,
Mentioned last, but not so least,
With thanks to members old and new
That worked so hard to get a loo.

And as we stood inconveniently
We hoped we wouldn’t have any more tea,
With jumble sales and bingo too,
All gathering money for the loo.

Poet unknown
(1960s poem, reprinted from the
KLTC Newsletter October 1999)
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Firfield’s courts following the club’s closure, but

Division 1, the team still including Nellie Mason.

at the end of the season it was decided that it was

By 1964 Nellie had ceased to play for the team, but

beyond the finances of the Club to retain the courts

she continued to mesmerise unsuspecting opponents

which, today are partly under the Wells Road and

in friendly matches. They were in Division 1 in 1966

the remainder forming the Cricket Club car park.

and 1968. Really, throughout the sixties the Ladies

Players who find the sun a problem in the winter

had a First Team which consistently was too good

may be interested to know that at the time of closure

for Division 2 but often struggled in Division 1;

of Knowle Firfield Club our Club tried to negotiate,

for example they won Division 2 in 1967 but were

without success, for 10ft of what is now the car park

relegated from Division 1 in 1968. The Team during

to enable Courts 1 & 2 to be turned round.

this period included Betty Ford, Mary Walkerdine,
Pam Richardson, Beryl Coombs, Margaret Hobbs,

In 1965 the immediate future of the Club was
secured with the signing of a new lease for 16 years

Christine Aylward, and Margaret Gillies. The Men’s
First Team experienced only limited success, being

with the Cricket Club. The rent for the courts at this

in Division 3 in the early years and only gaining

time was £75 per annum. Now it seems unthinkable

promotion to Division 2 in 1966 where they stayed

that the courts could ever be built upon, but the

for the remainder of the decade. Robin Townsend

minutes of 8 January 1968 record that a request had
been received from a builder to purchase the courts
for building development.

and in 1966 the position of men’s team captain
was separated from club captain. At this time the
idea of regular monthly Committee meetings was
introduced. The annual news sheet, subsequently
replaced by the handbook, was introduced at this
time. This was the time of the Club tie and badge,
and good sales were reported.

Firfield, and latterly young players Peter Wayborn
and Rodney Swan.
Everywhere in Bristol team captains breathed a sigh
of relief in 1965 when the requirement to provide
an umpire for every match was dropped. It may
be of interest to note that the match fee in 1961
for both league and friendly matches was 7 ½ p.
Noteworthy service to the league teams was that of

League and tournament play generally continued
to flourish. In 1960 Men’s and Ladies’ Second
teams were formed and both gained promotion in
their first season. The success of the Ladies’ First
team continued and from 1961- 1964 they were in
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Roger Lucas throughout the decade, Laurie Dinham
and Hal Gaudern after the closure of Knowle

In 1965 the position of vice chairman was reinstated,
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sisters, Mrs Helen Beere and Mrs Ethel Thomas,
recorded as still providing refreshments for the
league teams, possibly having done this since league
play re-started.
Mary Walkerdine and Robin Townsend were
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The 1960’s - A Decade of Change continued
representing Knowle in the Inter-Club and Bristol

to spread play are all factors. On Saturdays play

tournaments. Mary won the Inter Club Ladies’

still continued into the evening but instead of the

Singles for Knowle in 1964, 1967 and 1970. It

lavish teas of the 1950s members usually brought

was probably in the 1970 final that Mary played

their own food, tea being provided by the Club. Play

Jo Durie, later Britain’s No 1, and beat her, but Jo

stopped for tea but that did not prevent a men’s four

was only 12 years old then. In 1964 Mary was also

sneaking on to the courts. The minutes are littered

the winner of the Singles and finalist in the Ladies

with concerns about Club Play numbers – schemes

Doubles of the Bristol and District Competition.

for vetting prospective members to ensure good

In 1966 she also won the West of England Mixed

standards, perhaps too many members in league play,

Doubles partnered by Alan Budd. A notable event

rifts between young and old in the Club etc. There

in a West of England Tournament of this time was

was a good programme of friendly matches. In 1969

an all-Knowle Ladies’ final, Mary Walkerdine

Peter Wayborn suggested an Intermediate Section,

beating Beryl Coombs, Beryl having won the first

which was formed. The Juniors were thriving and

set. Knowle was always well-represented in this

we were producing players for representative play,

popular week-long tournament played at Redland

for example Vicky Cooke and Jenny Woodbridge

Green prior to Wimbledon.

were playing for Gloucester under 16s in 1970.

Club Tournaments were not always played in the

What marks out the mid and late 1960s and

early 1960s, but not all was negative. In 1963, under

continued through the next decade was the Club’s

the leadership of Geoff Bush, the full range of annual

social programme, obviously closely linked with

tournaments was started. Winners recorded for 1963

the Development Programme. In 1960 and 1962

in the Men’s Doubles were A Budd and M Blower

the only recorded social events were Christmas

and in the Ladies’ Doubles Mrs B Ford and Miss

Dances at the Bush in Totterdown (long since

M Wigmore. In 1968 the Finals Day was instituted,

demolished and replaced); these events cost 10p.

initially only for the Singles Tournaments. The

However, these were still the years of the very

donation of cups by Knowle Firfield strengthened

successful Tennis League Dance when demand was

the Tournaments after 1966.

such that there was almost a black market in tickets.
By the mid 60s, with “Loo” looming, more events

As we have noted the 1950s were marked by very
enthusiastic Club Play. That changed in the 60s and

were being organised, barbecues, bingo evenings,
treasure hunts, dances etc. The 1965 season was

the Club Play of earlier times has never returned,

launched with a Buffet Dance at the Little Thatch,

although 2002 saw a good revival. A greater

tickets 62½p including Buffet Supper. In 1966 the

variety of leisure activities, more league play, a
great increase in tournaments, and an opportunity
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Wine and Cheese
Party at the Gaiety
Cinema 1968

Beryl Coombs
Gilbert Briggs
Audrey Chamberlain
Ernie Chivers
Bernard Coombs
Eileen Briggs
Seated at front:
Edgar Pilgrim

75th Anniversary
Dinner and Dance
October 1968

Anne Kibby
Clive Kibby
Sylvia Bush
Peter Pygall
Beryl Coombs
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The 1960’s - A Decade of Change continued
a proposal from Audrey Chamberlain that there

By 1970 the Club was having film evenings at the

should be a wine and cheese party, a happy though

Gaiety, the demand being so great for “Battle of

modest event took place in the Gaiety Ballroom

Britain” that two evenings were booked, and this

with no-one dreaming that from it would grow the

social event continued through courtesy of Denys

massive events which characterised later years.

Chamberlain until he relinquished control of the

th

The 75 year was marked by a very successful

Gaiety. A memorable dance at the Battle Axes Inn

dinner at Ashton Court (now Redwood Lodge), the

at Wraxall in the Autumn of 1964 was abruptly

principal guest being Maurice Sinclair the President

terminated by the realisation that there was a pea

of Bristol LTA; significantly the cost of this event

souper fog. Struggling home along country lanes

in 1968 was £1.63. Coffee evenings, jumble sales,

with the indifferent car lights of those days was an

and a sponsored walk can all be added to the list

occasion not to be forgotten, winter social events

of social events, also raising money for the Loo

in the future to be in the Knowle area. The Club

Fund. The minutes for 28 August 1969 tell us that

owed much to its friends for the success of its social

a wine and cheese party was planned for the autumn

events, a 1969 Chairman’s comment noting that

at the Congregational Hall in Broad Walk and the

there had been a Committee disappointment that

idea was that this would be a regular event; it “ran”

events had not been very well-attended by Club

until 1986 and was revived in the centenary year.

members.

Above: Knowle Lawn Tennis Club Trophies 2007
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Chapter 6
The 1970’s - Building on Success

1973 Winners Division 2 Ladies - promoted to Division 1
Left to right: Jenny Woodbridge, Annabel Alcock, Pam Richardson, Mary Walkerdine, Beryl Coombs, Betty Ford

At the1970 AGM the chairman, Bernard Coombs,

for floodlighting one court was accepted with a

said, “It had been a very exciting season, the main

grant of £300, and on 24 October the floodlighting

event being the completion of the shower, toilet, and

was switched on in the presence of Vice President,

kitchen block, which had all been paid for very much

Councillor Mrs Gwen Barrow, and exhibition

more quickly than had been hoped. It had been

matches were played. In 1977 a trophy was donated

amazing achievement for a club the size of Knowle
to raise £800 -£900”. The momentum which this
development had produced was maintained and the
Club continued the improvement and expansion of
its facilities.
A year after the completion of the “loo” scheme a
floodlit court was being suggested. Estimates were
obtained, grants and planning permission were
applied for. In July 1974 an estimate of £1,125
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The 1970’s - Building on Success continued
by Life President, Edgar Pilgrim, for a Floodlit

members to water and brush the courts. Also, the

tournament.

increasing popularity of winter tennis reinforced the

Much Committee time was devoted to discussing
the courts and in 1975 the green all weather courts
were re-laid by Grassphalte as green courts with red
surrounds at a cost of £1,238. Problems with the
shale courts could not be cured and the Club was
told that complete renewal would be required. No
action was taken until 1977 when there was first
discussion of changing from shale to all–weather
courts. Considerations included the problems of

case for all weather courts. Changing from shale
caused much anguish and members regretted losing
the fine playing surface but the change was seen as
inevitable and in October 1979 a Grassphalte quote
of £5,439 to convert the Courts 1 and 2 to an all
weather surface identical to the Court 3 and 4 was
accepted. The work commenced in 1980, but was
not completed until the final spraying in May 1981.
Members covered this with loans of £3000.

watering , groundsman (variable – The 1971 AGM

A new lease of £100 per annum lasting for six years

records him as being “very good”), difficulty of

was negotiated with the Cricket Club in 1980.

getting working parties, and the reluctance of

1974 Winners Division 2 Men - promoted to Division 1
Left to right: Phil Crabbe, Brian Perry, Richard Mellersh, Rodney Swan
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During these years there was some fluctuation in

1970’s. Bernard Coombs recalls it as follows: “The

membership. Full members varied from 54 in 1971

incident as I remember it took place at Rockhill

to a high 90 in 1980. Juniors were usually in the 60s,

TC at Keynsham. I think that the team was Laurie

but what increased in this time was the Afternoon

Dinham, Hal Gaudern, Geoff Buh and myself.

membership. Also what increased were the subs,

Geoff had twisted his ankle on court and a kind and

from £5 in 1970 to £15 in 1980 for Full members,

compassionate Rockhill member provided a bucket

and from £1.50 to £4 for Juniors.

of cold water into which Geoff put his foot with his

League tennis flourished, Ladies and Men’s teams
both experiencing much success. A strong Ladies
team consisting of Mary Walkerdine, Betty Ford,
Pam Richardson, Beryl Coombs, Annabel Alcock,
and Jenny Woodbridge won Division 2 in 1973, were
relegated the following year, and in 1975 again won
Division 2, this time with Annabel Alcock, Mary
Walkerdine, Pam Richardson and Margaret Gillies
in the team. The Men’s First team consisting of
Peter Wayborn, Phillip Crabbe, Richard Mellersh,

sock and tennis shoe (dap) on. After a couple of
minutes Geoff withdrew his foot and tried to walk,
as he did so water sprang like a fountain from his
lace holes and Geoff was heard to mutter in a loud
voice all the obscenities that were known and used
at the very depth of civilisation at that time! - the
rest of us became hysterical with laughter and it was
some time before order was restored sufficiently for
us to continue playing - but a lot of water has flowed
under the bridge since then!

Ian Shepherd, Brian Perry and Rodney Swan won

Memories of League matches during this period

Division 2 in 1974, and played in Division 1 in 1975.

include the following incident recalled by Roy

Brian Perry was the outstanding young player of

Hunt :

this period, winning the Men’s Singles six times
between 1971 and 1980. In 1977 both Men’s and
Ladies First teams were playing in Division 1 for
the first time in the Club’s history. The Men’s First
team returned to Division 2 at the end of 1977 but
the Ladies played another season in Division 1. In
1975 a Men’s Third team was formed, and the Ladies
had a Third team in 1981. The increased number of

During a League match at Yate, played on school
courts, Bernard Coombs ran backwards to recover
a lob that had landed on the baseline, hit the wire
netting at the back of the court and became impaled
on a wire clothes hook in the fencing, He hung for
several painful seconds until we literally lifted him
off the hook.

teams produced match practice problems; there was

At one time Third team matches were played at

much discussion, and various changes made.

Merrywood School (now the Park Centre). It was

An incident worthy of note took place involving
the Men’s Second Team probably in the early
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always necessary to arrive in time to sweep the
courts clear of glass and stones. With the match in
progress it was then necessary to keep an eye out
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The 1970’s - Building on Success continued

1st Division Ladies and Gents 1977
Back Row: Philip Crabbe, Richard Mellersh, Peter Wayborn, Ian Shepherd and Rodney Swan
Front Row: Margaret Gillies, Annabel Alcock, Bernard Coombs, Mary Walkerdine and Pam Richardson

for the odd brick or bottle flying over the wall from

Mixed Doubles instead of Men’s and Ladies’ on

the adjoining playground.

Wednesday evenings was introduced in 1971, but

Club members continued to win tournaments. Mary
Walkerdine won the Avon Inter Club Singles in 1973
and 1975 having now won it five times. In 1972
Annabel Alcock and Rodney Swan won the Avon
Inter Club Mixed Doubles. For the first time the Club
was also entering National Tournaments.

initially this was only after 7.30pm.. There was
sufficient concern about the state of Club Play for
a sub committee of Gwynneth Pearce, Hal Gaudern,
and Derek Walkerdine to be set up in 1973 to make
recommendations. One consequence was the
introduction of fixed fours on Tuesday evening.
By 1975 the demand for more time for Singles was

Concerns about falling attendance and standards

being recognised. In some years there were keen

for Club Play continued, and various changes

tournaments, and in 1977 a new one was introduced,

were made in the availability of courts. Playing

the President’s team versus the Chairman’s
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team. There were as many different methods of

of 20 years. Alf is remembered as a very competent

arranging sets tried as methods introduced for

Treasurer, “the books were always available for

accepting members into the Club; none were to

inspection”, but kept a tight grip on the Club’s

prove really successful. What continued to flourish

funds. In 1971 he had an income of £616 to manage;

were Friendly matches, under Gwynneth Pearce’s

contrast that with £14,240 (not including the bar)

organisation for much of this time, peaking at 19

in 2006. One wonders how he would have felt

matches in 1980 using 38 players. The Wednesday

about the most recent expenditure of approximately

pm section flourished and it was during this period

£103,000. Geoff Bush departed to London in 1975

that it became the Afternoon section with Friday

having been a First team player for many years,

becoming as popular as Wednesday. In 1975 the

successively Club Captain and Vice Chairman, and

Doris Wright trophy was presented for competition

a driving force in the advances of the last 10 years;

between afternoon members and what a fine

his service was recognised by a Vice Presidency.

competition it became, for some years an all day

Edgar Pilgrim, Life President of the Club, died in

affair with lunch and tea being served.

1979, and with Edgar’s death the last links with

The 1970s were a time of much success for the
younger members of the Club. Amongst the ladies,
Elizabeth and Vicky Cooke, Pippa Chamberlain
(Coles), and Jenny Woodbridge were playing in
representative tennis and moving into the Ladies
teams. During this time the Intermediate Section

the pre-war years were severed; he had joined the
Club in 1930. He had held every major office in
the Club and is best remembered for his coaching
and his founding of the Junior Section. It is a fitting
memorial to him that from his beginnings the Club
has maintained a flourishing Junior Section.

was revived and in 1979, under Valerie Battersby

Because of the court and floodlighting developments

and Kathy Curling, had 20 members. The Junior

the Club continued to raise funds additional to

Section was consistently strong, in the early 70s

subscriptions, and this period is marked out as a very

much due to the hard work of Ernie Chivers. In the

active social and fund-raising time. Very important

later years the work was spearheaded by Rodney

in the success of the events was the large number

Swan; there was much coaching, Junior league,

of friends who supported the Club. Records, for

representative play, and tournaments. The ever-

example the 1971 AGM, write of “social functions

expanding work with the juniors was requiring a

badly attended by Club members.” The Little Thatch

team approach, and Rodney was greatly assisted by

was the favoured venue for dinner dances; 1973 was

Anne Clarke (now Burston) and Ernie Chivers.

a special occasion marking the 80th year of the Club

There was a good team leading the Club during

and the principal guests were the Sheriff of Bristol

these years but inevitably there were losses. Alf

and his lady. (Incidentally, the cost of the dinner in

Brown resigned as Treasurer in 1971 after a tenure

1973 was £1.75.). The 85th Anniversary of the Club
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The 1970’s - Building on Success continued
was also marked, in September 1978, by a Dinner

was held in St Martins Church in 1977, and remained

and Dance at the Little Thatch. The Gaiety Cinema

an annual event for a number of years, the singing

continued to be the venue for popular film evenings,

being enhanced by the presence of the Ladies

particularly popular in 1980 when there were three

Barbershop Harmony Chorus…Bristol Fashion.

visits raising a total of £227. Undoubtedly the major

After 15 years of a full and generally well-supported

social events of the 1970s were the annual wine and

social calendar it is sad to note that the minutes of 8

cheese parties which each year seemed to reach more

September 1980 state that there was the beginning

ambitious heights, both in terms of the catering and

of falling off of attendance at social events and

the production. The idea which had started very

therefore it was inevitable that subs should rise, a

modestly with the 1968 Gaiety Ballroom event led to

pattern that continued through the 1980s.

a Party in the Broad Walk Church Hall in 1970 when
the cabaret featured “This is Your Life, Bernard”.
The demand for tickets was such that larger venues
were sought, first Hengrove School then Brislington
School each catering for 300 people. Such “hits” as
Cinderberyl, We’re 80 Luv, Beyond the Baseline,
and Old Time Music Hall packed in the audiences
and raised very considerable sums of money, the
profit from the 1980 event being £340. The producer
during these years, and the inspiration together with
his wife, Marian, was Hal Gaudern, who each year
produced new ideas, songs and jokes which his
audience loved. Long time favourite must be the
Knowly Men – Denys the Knowly Menace, Laurie
the Marmaliser, Cliff the Cock a Leaky, Geoffrey
Ponsomby Smallbush, Ivor the Knowly Coalman,
and Bernard the Saintless Wonder.
An annual morning market became another social
and money raising event, the first being in 1975
raising £181. In 1974 the 50 Club was introduced,
promoted and organised by Beryl Coombs until
1988, and has continued ever since providing a
steady source of income. The first Club carol service
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Chapter 7
The 1980’s - Business as Usual
As this account moves towards the latter part of
th

the 20 century I am conscious of the large number
of people, contributors to these years, who remain
members of the Club. I am also aware that it is
not possible to mention everyone by name, some
contributing year by year to the Club but not
hitting the headlines, and I apologise for that. I
am particularly conscious of a committee during
the 1980s working steadily and purposefully for
the Club.

Lane was marked in 1989 by being made a Vice
President.
There was some fluctuation in membership but it
generally remained high, Full and Student Members
usually being in the 70s, and peaking at 90 in 1987.
The total membership in 1987 was 185. Juniors
were consistently around 60 –65. Fees increased
but remained modest compared to today, rising from
£30 to £55 for Full members, and from £9 to £15 for
Juniors over the decade. Club funds continued to

A sad event in November 1982 was the death of

be helped by the 50 Club with a membership usually

Gilbert Briggs. With his wife, Eileen, Gilbert had

in the 80s, and it was reported that between 1974

joined the Club at its re-start in 1948. Committee

and 1988, under Beryl Coombs, it had raised £4,100

member, Secretary, Treasurer, and succeeding Edgar

for the Club; there were thoughts of increasing the

Pilgrim as President and then Life President in

payment from £12 to £15 but it was actually 2001

1981, he made an enormous contribution to Knowle

before this was achieved.

Lawn Tennis Club. In his later years he played in
the Mid Week section, was a great supporter of all
the Club’s activities, and was much missed. At the
Annual Meeting following Gilbert’s death Eileen
was elected as a Vice President. Bernard Coombs
was elected as President, a position that he has
continued to hold.

Changes in tennis during this time had effects
which have rippled through to the present day.
The number of Summer League teams increased;
in 1989 there were 6 Men’s teams and 4 Ladies’
teams. Increasing numbers of teams led to match
practice and venue problems, resulting initially
in the men moving to Sunday evening, and then,

Bernard Coombs also continued to hold the

both Monday and Tuesday being designated for

position of Chairman until 1987, a tenure of 21

summer match practice. In 1985 the Men’s First

years during which period he was at the forefront

team reached the final of the SW Division of the

of all the developments that took place. This was

Slazenger Tournament. The Ladies’ First team were

in addition to the service that he was giving to

playing in Division 1 in 1981, and again in1986

tennis more widely, as Chairman of the Bristol then

with a team including Sue Lock, Mary Walkerdine,

Avon County LTA, plus being an LTA councillor.

Annabel Alcock and Pippa Coles, but were back in

Bernard’s contribution to Knowle was marked by

Division 2 in 1987, a pattern that was often repeated.

a Life Membership in 1987.

The Men’s First team won Division 2 in 1989 with

An 8 year term of office as Secretary by Janet
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a team including Colin Prewett, Enzo Sanfelice,
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The 1980’s - Business as Usual continued
Tony Willford, Mike Smallbone, Mike Fisher and

to 9; there was limited interest, and the continuation

Nick Johnson. By 1984 the Mixed Winter League

of them was being questioned.

was operating, Knowle having 3 teams by 1985 and
experiencing success usually playing in Division 1,
the First team winning Division 1 in 1985-86 with a
team including Annabel Alcock, Mary Walkerdine,
Anne Hill, Nick Johnson and Mike Smallbone,.
The 1988 AGM was reporting mixed fortunes for
the league teams. In 1986 a Singles League, Men’s
and Ladies’, started but only lasted a few years.
There was also Mixed league, being played after
the Summer League season, Knowle entering two
teams but soon decreasing to one. The Club was

Generally Saturday afternoon play continued to be
popular, but Wednesday evenings declined from
a 1981 high point of 30+ members attending and
there being complaints about long waits. There
is a familiarity about sub committees being set
up to discuss Club Play, concerns about lack of
friendliness to new members, complaints that
the standard of play was declining, and requests
for League players to support Club Play. Balls
frequently make their appearance in the minutes,

fielding a Veterans’ League team by 1982.

complaints of balls disappearing (it being reported

These were also years of Inter Club challenge

returned), being left on court, and of poor quality.

tournaments, Silk Cut, Slazenger, and Puma.

The Board system, still in use, was introduced in

Ratings Tournaments made their appearance.

1985. Floodlit play was popular, and in its best year

Knowle staged a two week Pernod Tournament in

the Floodlit Tournament attracted 56 entries.

that in 1988 of the balls issued only 50% were

1985; Mike Smallbone was the referee. It closed
at 120 entries and produced a profit of £257. The
Club staged a VW Tournament in 1986 with an
entry of 163. The 1987 VW Tournament, with Peter
Fisher as the referee, made a profit of £650, and
numbered Knowle members among the winners.
The 1988 and 1989 Tournaments, with Pippa Coles

The Club Championships were held annually, entry
and interest being very variable. The present format
of the Championships was instituted in 1982. Prior
to that Men’s and Ladies’ Doubles had been played
on one Saturday, and the Weekes Trophy Mixed
Doubles on another Saturday instead of through

and Colin Coles refereeing, each made profits in

the Summer season as now. Prior to 1982 there

excess of £700.

was a draw for partners instead of choosing as now.
Initially, the new arrangements did not meet with

Inevitably there were repercussions from these
changes. One casualty was Friendly matches. In
1981 22 were played involving 36 members, but
by 1985 the number had decreased to 12. In 1987
all were cancelled except 1, and by the end of the
decade the number of matches arranged had sunk
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won the Parks Department Tournament, a popular
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Tournament and, with Mary Walkerdine, dominating

courts available for Saturday morning coaching.

the Ladies’ Doubles Tournament. Colin Prewett was

In the same year they were playing in the Avon

the youngest player ever to win the Avon LTA Inter

Junior League, and they won it in 1984 and 1985.

Club Men’s Singles when he was the 1987 winner.

By 1988 there were 3 Junior League teams. 1986

It is worth recalling how Colin Prewett came to join

was the first year of the Rod Swan Under 16 Boys

the Club. I am told that he was in the cricket field

and Girls Singles Tournament for the cups given

calling the girls on the courts names. He was chased

in his memory. Juniors of this time will remember

round the cricket field by Rodney Swan who caught

that, popular for coaching were ball machines, and

him. Rodney said to Colin, “If you can do better

Knowle purchased one in 1988.The Intermediate

come inside.” Colin went home for his racquet,

Section, under Peter Wayborn, produced a steady

went on from there, and became one of Knowle’s

stream of entrants to the Senior section, although
the minutes record that the period was not free

highest – achieving players ever.

from complaints, about number, quality of play and
The Afternoon Section became the Midweek Section

playing times. Among those graduating through

in 1983 and enjoyed much success during this

the Juniors at this time were Colin Prewett and

period, both in the tennis with 4 courts regularly in

Enzo Sanfelice, Colin being the winner of the Club

use on Wednesdays and Fridays, and socially, the

Singles 8 times between 1987 and 1996, and again

Doris Wright Tournament being the high spot.

in 2002. In the Juniors at this time was Adam

1987 saw the beginnings of the Adult Improvers
Section.

Smith, playing for Avon Juniors in 1989 and in the
same year, aged 11, playing for the Club 4th team.
Also representing the County in various sections at

Junior Tennis flourished during this period. In some

this time were Tom Evans, Anna Barnard, Simon

years membership of the section was full, and it was

Smallbone, and Colin Prewett.

rarely below 60. Incredibly, in 1985 there were 59
paid up Juniors with a further 60 on the waiting

In the early years of the decade the Wine and Cheese

list. Coaching flourished, under the team led by

party was still a popular social event, a “must” in

Rod Swan until his early death in 1985, and then

the Knowle calendar, and was producing an income

for a long period under the enthusiastic leadership

for the Club of up to £400. The 1981 cabaret, “Bali

of Mike Smallbone with assistance from a team

Hal” was a tribute to Marian and Hal Gaudern, the

of coaches, particularly Anne Clarke and Peter

producers of so many enjoyable shows. There was

Wayborn. Many players coached by Rodney Swan

no event in 1984; it was revived in 1985 as a Buffet

owe a great debt to him, and also players since

Supper with an invited cabaret, and continued until

because he laid the foundations for the modern

1987, to be revived in the Centenary year. Cinema

Junior coaching organisation. In response to this

evenings, barbecues, treasure hunts, and race

coaching demand, in 1984 the Club made the four

nights are mentioned as social events of the period,
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The 1980’s - Business as Usual continued
attracting varying support from members. Minutes

resulted particularly in problems of slipperiness

report that in 1986 there were worries at the loss of

despite the re-spraying. This produced a realisation

“club spirit”; there were less social events. 1982

that the four courts would require resurfacing which

marked the start of the annual Boxing Day hockey

had to be a priority. (In 2006 the numbering for the

matches organised by Kathy and Chris Curling

new floodlights was 1, 2, 3, 4 from the Bowling

with, initially, a large participation by members, and

Club. Throughout this book the numbering of the

continuing into the 21st century. Publicity was via

courts is 1, 2, 3, 4 from the car park).

the Club handbook which became more professional
during this period.

It is difficult to imagine now not having direct
access to the car park, but it was only in 1983 that

There continued to be a need to raise money, both
to maintain existing facilities and fulfil the Club’s
ambitions to improve its facilities. The three major
concerns were the state of the courts, the demand for
an additional floodlit court, and the desire to have a
new pavilion. At the same time as the conversion
from shale to all weather tarmac of Courts 1 and 2
completed in 1981, Courts 3 & 4 were re-sprayed at
a cost of £1,365. By October 1984 Court 3 had been

the Cricket Club gave permission for a gate.
Work done on the existing buildings did not dispel
a growing feeling of inadequacy about our plant.
As early as 1983 schemes for new changing rooms
and Club House were being considered and by 1987
plans for a new club house had been produced.
The estimated cost was £45,000, and planning
permission was granted in 1989.

floodlit and the floodlighting renewed on Court 2 at

A rare occasion when KLTC hit the news was

a cost of £6,000. There were thoughts of extending

reported in the Bristol Evening Post of 31 July

the lighting to Courts 1 & 4 at a cost of £7,200, a

1985. “During a Celebration cricket match, Steve

small amount compared to the costs faced in 2006.

Fitchett, an Australian, bombarded bowls and tennis

Throughout the whole of this period Courts 3 & 4

play with a succession of huge sixes. At first the

were giving much cause for concern and in 1986

tennis players refused to let the cricketers have

it was recognised that they required cleaning and

their ball back. The courts were crowded and a

re-spraying. An estimate of £2,634 was accepted,

member (Ivor Balmond?) stormed on to the cricket

but the courts were not cleaned before re-spraying,

field demanding that the wicket should be moved.

leaving them in a poor state; this resulted in much

The police were called, peace was restored, and the

correspondence with the contractors and, ultimately,

game continued.”

remedial work at no cost to the Club. In 1988 courts
1 & 2 were cleaned and re-sprayed at a cost of
£1,663. The problems of moss and cleaning, and the
wrong treatment of the courts by the professionals
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Chapter 8
1990-1995 - Celebrations
The short period, 1990 -1995, commands its own

Membership fell during this period, from 78 full

chapter because it is within this time that the Club

members in 1990 to 58 in 1996, although a year

both celebrated its centenary and experienced its

earlier, 1995, the Juniors reached a record level of

most ambitious building scheme, in the building of

83. The 1995 AGM reports a total of 105 Adults

its new clubhouse. Knowle is probably the second

and 103 Young People at the Club. A possible factor

oldest tennis club in Bristol and reaching its first

accounting for the loss of members was the steep

100 years was a great event. Similarly, to have built

increase in subscription during this period, in 4

the fine clubhouse that today’s members are able to

years increasing from £55 for full members to £95.

enjoy is a great achievement.

(There are recurring concerns about the difficulties

Strangely, there were contradictory views about
the “health” of the Club during these years. The

of collecting floodlit play money, and collecting
match fees.)

Newsletter published in 1990 gives a very upbeat

In 1991 the position of General Secretary

view of the Club. The 1991 AGM provides two

was abolished, and replaced by Minutes and

conflicting views about the Club, commenting

Correspondence Secretaries.

that there are “some concerns about subs, the
number of active members is too low, and there is a
disappointing attendance at Committee meetings.”,
but the same meeting saying that Knowle is a
vibrant club that belongs to the young. Summing
up the Centenary Year a statement was made that
it was “well supported off the court but less so on
court. There were difficulties in putting out league
teams, club play was generally at a low ebb, and
while, some members were working hard for the
Club, there were concerns about “not enough
active members””. Writing in the Centenary Year
President, Bernard Coombs, says, “So, as Knowle
LTC enters the second century building on the
secure foundation inherited from our thoughtful
forbearers it boasts of a strong Junior and Senior
membership which provides for the League 5 or 6
Ladies teams, 7 Men’s teams, 2 Mixed teams, and
one national competition team.”
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The trend of more Summer League teams continued
with the intention of providing league play for
younger players, peaking in 1993 with 7 Men’s and
5 Ladies’ teams; it was not possible to sustain this
high number of league teams. In 1996 8 players in
the Men’s teams were in the 15 – 17 age range. In
1993 32 ladies played Summer League, there being
a major contribution by the younger members. The
large number of teams did create problems, how to
organize match practices for larger numbers, where
to play - “home fixtures” sometimes using 2 venues
in addition to Knowle, where to play home fixtures
if Friday evening was rained off. The number
of Winter League and Veterans teams remained
constant, but an innovation in 1996, following a
Knowle initiative, was Men’s and Ladies’ Summer
Veterans leagues, to be played after the completion
of the Summer League.
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1990-1995 - Celebrations continued
In 1990 the Ladies 1st team were promoted to

comment being made in July and still being made in

Division 1, but relegated in 1991, the team including

September. 1996 again reports poor support. Three

Sue Lock, Mary Walkerdine, Alison Clements and

names, Sue Lock, Mary Walkerdine, and Colin

Sarah Lewis. The Men’s 1st team were playing in

Prewett dominate the Tournaments in these years.

Division 2. The remaining years of this chapter

The Intermediate Section was well-established but

did not see Division 1 status for Ladies or Men; the

by and large this period in the Club’s history was not

Ladies played in Division 2 and the Men fluctuated

a happy one for Club Play. There are suggestions

between Division 2 and Division 3. The outstanding

of complacency, the need for new ideas, recurring

man during this period was Colin Prewett who won

complaints about balls, regret that there were few

the Avon Inter Club Singles in 1993, ’94,’95, and

friendly matches, and concerns expressed about

’96, was playing in the full Avon squad, and in 1994

playing standards.

won the Avon Closed Singles Tournament.

embraced its young members. Intermediates still

The early 1990s were still the years of the VW

had only restricted play with Seniors, and in 1992

Tournaments. The 1990 Senior VW attracted 130

there was even a request for one session each week

entrants and made a profit of £632, but this had

for Seniors only, this was not progressed. It was

dropped to 34 entrants by 1994. The first Junior

not all gloom; there are occasions when Committee

VW was held in 1992, and this was still attracting

Meetings record good Club Play, but the 1996 AGM

61 entrants in 1995. These Tournaments were

was very gloomy about it.

major earners; the Junior and Senior Tournaments in

In 1992 there were Adult Improver courses, and the

1993 making a profit of £700. By 1995, for a good

Section was formally incorporated into the Club

reason, the ratings tournament had become termed

in 1995.

the Blue Court Classic Tournament and the future,
for the next few years run by Adam Smith, was the
Junior Tournament attracting in 1995 61 entries and
making a profit of £426.

The Club had not yet fully

In a lighter vein the Committee Minutes of July1991
record that “Ivan had been staying in the Club
House”. He had played for the League team.
There were complaints of the smell and insanitary

During this period support for the Club Tournaments

conditions. It was awkward for the membership to

was variable. A long-standing tournament,

find someone living in the Club House”. Apparently

President’s versus Chairman’s teams, to start the

no-one had offered him the hospitality of the club

Summer Season was discontinued after 1993

house. (Ivan was a Czechoslovakian who just turned

due to a lack of entries. Support and playing of

up at the Club, and had the mistaken idea that he

matches was good in 1990; this was a period when

had been told that he could stay.) It is not recorded

Plate events formed part of the tournaments. By

whether he helped the League team to victories thus

contrast, in 1992 matches were not being played, the

making the club more sympathetic to him.
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Junior membership was strong during this period,

worth a few points from our opponents.

always in the 60s or low 70s, and it was a period of

There was much social activity in the early 1990s..

much success at Junior level. The Club fielded up

The social calendar was revived; there were film

to 4 teams in the Junior leagues. In 1992 the Girls

nights, barbecues, a boat trip, a treasure hunt,

were runners up in Division 1, and in 1995 the Under

skittles, and ten pin bowling. The 50 Club continued

16 Boys, represented by Richard Douglas, Richard

to have a membership in the mid 70s, although

Griffin, and Dan Cole, won Division 1.

occasionally reaching 80+, and contributed to the

Since 1991 Juniors have been able to play in the

Club’s finances. The main social event of this period

Senior Leagues, and it has always been Knowle’s

was obviously the celebration of the centenary of

policy to encourage this by increasing the number

the Club in 1993. After this time there was a period

of teams and allowing Juniors to reach the highest

of little social activity.

level in teams.

A Centenary Committee was formed led by Peter

In 1993 Mike Smallbone stood down after 10 years

Wayborn, and there was a full programme of events

as the Junior Representative and in charge of Junior

to celebrate the occasion. The Year was launched

Coaching. Peter Wayborn succeeded him, and

with a Centenary Dinner at Cadbury Court attended

coaching was carried out by a coaching team, Adam

by 136 members and friends; the principal speaker

Smith joining the team in 1995 when he became a

was Geoffrey Bush CB, former member and a

qualified coach.

Vice President. Presentations were made to Reg

This period in the Club’s history opened with

Skeates as the oldest playing member, and to Mary

discussion of the need to re-surface the courts. There

Walkerdine for her 37 years playing for the Ladies’

was consideration of making it one project, with a

1st team. There was a Wilson Demonstration and

new Club House included, but in the event, in 1990,

Barbecue, Junior and Senior VW Tournaments with

the contract was given to Courtsall for complete

a Barbecue, and an Over 30s Invitation Tournament.

resurfacing and fencing at a cost of £24,000. In

There were Strawberry Teas organized and hosted by

September 1990 the Committee decision was that

Beryl and Bernard Coombs, and a series of Coffee

the courts should be blue on blue. It was soon

mornings organized by Vicky Povey which raised

obvious that this did not meet with the approval of

£400. There was an Auction, and a Centenary Draw

all members, but by the time that it had been decided

which raised £916. Members enjoyed a Quiz Night

to contact the contractors it was too late to reverse

and a Race Night. The Year closed with a revival

the colour decision, and Knowle became unique in

of the Wine and Cheese Party, the cabaret, “The

the County and possibly one of only two clubs in

Phantoms of Knowle”, being organized by Kathy

the country to have blue courts. We soon became

and Chris Curling; the well-attended event raised

accustomed to the colour, but it may have been

£578. The Centenary events, together with the sale
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1990-1995 - Celebrations continued
Centenary Dinner & Dance
Programme & Toasts
and attendees
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of commemorative clothing, raised a total of £6,464

from the LTA. The wish to get a new Club House

towards the new Club House. A representative team

prompted the Club to produce a proper Constitution,

was invited to Wimbledon to be entertained for the

essential if a loan was to be obtained. By August

day and compete in Mixed Doubles against other

1994 agreement had been reached with the LTA for

clubs celebrating their centenary. How to decide

an interest-free loan of £25,000 repayable over 10

who should play at Wimbledon? That was left to our

years. Planning permission was obtained, a quote

President, Bernard Coombs. The lucky members

for £58,000 was accepted, and work started in

were Alex Clements and Simon Smallbone (young

September with a completion date of 25 February

players), Mary Walkerdine and Mike Smallbone

1995. It is hard to recall now what a difficult time it

(league players) and Beryl Coombs, Janet Lane,

was for the Club, still using the courts but no indoor

Bernard Coombs, and Colin Starke (veterans). It

facilities, and contending with an autumn and winter

had been a year to remember for KLTC!

of mud. There was much finalizing work to be done

The old Club House was increasingly causing

by members after the builders had moved out.

concern. Initial building plans were being taken to

Notable was the enormous commitment and input

tender in 1990, but they were not progressed. Janet

by Janet Lane during this time, really driving the

Lane had become chairman in 1991, and she was

project. The first AGM (the postponed 1994 AGM)

very keen for the Club to get a new Club House; the

in the new building on 30 March 1995 marked this

project had not moved for 7-8 years. She announced

by awarding Janet and Colin Starke (Treasurer) with

it as her principal ambition at the 1992 AGM, and

Life Membership in appreciation of all their hard

emphasized the need for fund-raising; there was a

work over the years.

target of £10 – 15,000 and many ideas. In 1993,
the Centenary year, the Club House fund stood at
£13,000.

With much celebration the Club House was opened
on 6 May 1995 by Nick Gould, Britain’s No.6 player.
The Day was designated an “Open Day” with a

By March 1993 the kitchen was in a poor

tennis clinic and fun tennis in the morning and early

state as were the electrics generally which were

afternoon, opening ceremony and tea at 3pm, and to

deemed dangerous, and the Junior pavilion was

follow, the Club Singles Finals and presentation of

boarded up. The Club proceeded to make funding

the Club trophies for the 1994 Tournaments.

applications, get quotes, and apply afresh for

The Evening Post of 17 May 1995 reporting on the

planning permission.

opening of the Club House said, “Tennis fanatics in

The LTA refused to make a grant, but an EGM of 30

Knowle are well prepared for the new season after

members on 20 March 1994 agreed to seek a loan

completing work on a £65,000 club house. Knowle,
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1990-1995 - Celebrations continued
who have 100 Senior and 70 Junior members, can

time of much commitment and hard work by some

boast one of the best set ups in the city with 4 recently

members, there was a debit side. Relationships

refurbished all-weather courts and floodlighting

were not always good, it was not always easy to

already in place. As well as a large club room,

field teams, there was a progressive decline in

the new building has changing rooms, a kitchen,

membership, and Club Tennis seemed to be in

showers and toilets.”

terminal decline. It is perhaps significant that in

The Club House was an immediate success adding
enormously to the social life of the Club. Even
before the Club House opened the installation of a
bar was being considered seriously, and in August
1995 members’ views were being sought.

1995 the Club Tournaments were not played, and
neither was the Gilbert Briggs Tournament. A
mystery, never solved, was who super glued the door
to the Club House, necessitating a last minute move
of the 11th December 1995 AGM to the Redcatch
Community Centre. Much was to change in the

1990 -1995 was a remarkable period in the life

next 10 years.

of the Club. While it will rightly be remembered
as a time of material achievement, relaying the
courts and building the new Club House, a time
of great celebration passing the Centenary, and a

Opening of the New Club House – 17 May 1995
Left to right: Nick Gould, Janet Lane and Bernard Coombs
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Chapter 9
Into the Twenty First Century
The final chapter of the story of the Club takes us
into the 21st century, and brings us to the present day.

2pm

1 court - Young players, Matt and
Dan, practice for next Summer

Each chapter has shown us a different “Knowle” and

League season.

this one is no exception. It is not easy to assess it
1 court – 2 young Juniors play.

because it is the time in which we are living. The
1950s were described as a “Golden Age” and those

1 court – Improvers Section

of us fortunate enough to be current members of

practice before being coached by

the Club would say that these years have also been

Club Coach.

very good years but very different from the 1950s.
It is a time of much friendliness and caring in the

Perhaps not enough has been said about leadership

Club and excellent relationships, and there is a

in the Club in previous chapters, but at each stage

remarkable harmony between all ages. Much is

that there has been success and progress it has been

due to the excellent standard of play of our young

because of the quality of people leading the Club,

members and the challenge that they present to the

and this latter period is no exception. Major changes

older members; the quality of tennis is very high

have taken place necessitating long meetings and

and this is not only reflected in league tennis but in

much commitment, aided by the stability of the

tournaments and club play. These have been vintage

Committee.

years. If one year stands out it seems to have been

Hugh Weeks resigned as chairman in 1997, Bernard

1999 when, certainly, the Chairman’s report for that

Coombs remarking at the AGM “that the Club had

year suggests that the Club really “took off”.

been at a very low ebb when he started as chairman

Observations on Sunday, 15 th January gives a

and that in two years Hugh had done very well to

snapshot of Knowle in 2006, and shows its diverse

turn the Club round.”

membership:-

A period of six year chairmanship by Derek
Walkerdine saw, of necessity, the Club becoming

9.15 – 10.30 4 members arrive to play early

more of a business led by a Management Committee.

before Senior and Junior matches,

In 2003 the Constitution was amended to give the

including Norman who is 80 years

Club “Community Amateur Sports Club” status;

of age.

this status has brought tax benefits to the Club. The

10.30 – 1.45 2 courts – match between Knowle
Vets and Bath 2 courts - Junior
match, supported by parents and
Club Coach
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Into the Twenty First Century continued
was produced in 1998, and a Club Business Plan,

no increases between 1994 and 2000. In 1997 fees

setting out targets and subject to annual review, was

were Seniors £95, Juniors £22 but in 2007 Seniors

introduced in 2002. Quite simply the Club’s need

£140 and Juniors £30. Some years have bucked

to access finance to carry out development, and the

the trend, but overall the membership of the Club

requirements of fund providers have required us

has fallen. As a sample of membership numbers

to change our ways of working. The Club marked

2002-3 had 62 Full and Life members, 14 Weekday

Derek Walkerdine’s service as chairman by making

members, 17 Students and Intermediates, and 65

him a Life Member.

Juniors. 2005-6 had 64 Full and Life members, 15

In 2004, under Kathy Curling’s chairmanship,
in response to the pressures on the Management
Committee, the most recent development has been to
set up a series of sub committees meeting alternately
with the Management Committee.

Weekday members, 21 Students and Intermediates,
and 33 Juniors. A pleasing very recent feature
has been the renewed popularity of the Mid Week
section, now sometimes filling 4 courts. The Adult
Improvers Section has continued to attract players to
the coaching sessions, but the number progressing to

Bernard Coombs continues to serve the Club as
its President having served continuously on the
Committee since 1958 and occupied all the main
offices. Bernard’s is a truly remarkable record of
service. In 2006 he resigned as President of Avon
LTA, having held the post since the inauguration
of Avon in 1986 and given 40 years service first
to Bristol and District then to Avon LTA. At the
same time he retired as an LTA Councillor after 30
years service.

Full membership has been disappointingly few.
There had long been an annual Newsletter, sometimes
in the form of a handbook, but this had lapsed and
the thrice annual Newsletter introduced in 1997 by
Derek Walkerdine and peaking at 32 pages aims to
keep members informed and, very importantly, tries
to indicate to prospective members the range of what
we have to offer. At the Committee Meeting after
the first Newsletter Derek remarked that he did not
see that editing and printing the Newsletter would

Of necessity much effort is put into attracting new

be a permanent job, but he was willing to do the next

members and retaining the existing membership.

one; he is still doing it 10 years later.

In our early 21st century society there are many
alternatives to the traditional “one sport” club.
Increasingly we have recognised the need to market
ourselves effectively and in 2004 the Publicity Sub
Committee emerged as an important part of the
Club. In an attempt to remain attractive increases in
subscriptions in recent years have been modest with
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a very successful year for Juniors, both in terms of

In recent years coffee mornings and fun evenings

coaching and league success. Numbers receiving

have extended the social activities of the Junior

Saturday morning coaching have fluctuated, it

section and parents.

being recorded that on a Saturday in July 2001 92
Juniors received coaching over 4 hours. Out of this
coaching have come many of the young players
now so prominent in all the tennis of Knowle, and
particularly a group of boys coached by the late
Geoff Douglas and central to the current success of
the Club. It was Geoff who pressed for changes in
the status of the Intermediate Section which, since
1999, has enabled young players of ability to have
full playing rights while continuing to pay Junior
subs. The coaching team has expanded and coaching
is now provided by players who themselves came
up through the system.

In the late 1990s Club Tennis was very poorly
supported, and for some time had not seemed to
be a priority for the Club; for example the 1996
AGM was very gloomy about Club Play. Derek
Walkerdine made the strengthening of Club Play a
centrepiece of his chairmanship; it was a priority for
the 2001 AGM. Attendance at Club Play was very
low, partly because of concerns about the standard
of play and because of uncertainty of attendance. It
seemed that at that time there were only 3 Ladies and
6 Men who were active in Club Play. In the winter
of 2002 the Club experimented with fixed fours
instead of using the board in a desperate attempt

Half term tournaments, membership of Junior and

to get a guaranteed attendance. For a number of

Senior league teams, and the annual Rod Swan and

years, despite pleadings and much discussion,

Pip and Will tournaments all provide competition

nothing changed. The change really came in the

and broaden the playing experience of our young

summer of 2002, and thankfully there is now more

players. Successful Junior Open Tournaments still

Club Tennis on Saturday afternoons and, to a lesser

took place up to 2000, the 1999 one having 61

extent, on Wednesday evenings than for many years.

entries and reported as being very successful. Some

Of course, because of court re-laying that was not

of the high hopes that we and the Avon LTA had for

so in 2006. Very important in the revival of Club

developing links with local schools have not been

Play, particularly on Saturdays, have been the

fulfilled, but there is established coaching in some

monthly Quick Tournaments introduced by Mary

local primary schools, and there has been minimal

Walkerdine in 1997, proving very popular. The

secondary school use of our courts for coaching.

success of a Floodlit Club Night, begun in 1998,

Play Tennis was launched in 1999 the first one being

has fluctuated.

a great success, being a full week; during the week

It is perhaps a sign of changing social habits, later

about 100 visitors enjoyed Knowle’s facilities for the

Saturday evening activities, and also league matches

first time. The event has continued but, like other

at many times in the year that Sunday morning Club

clubs, we have settled for a one day format.

Tennis is poorly supported.
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Into the Twenty First Century continued
Young Members

Tournaments at Knowle are better than they have

Smith has been the outstanding Men’s Singles

ever been in the history of the Club. For the Club

winner of this period winning in 4 out of 5 years

Championships the keeping of strict deadlines for the

between 1999 and 2004. It is a healthy sign that new

playing of rounds and the well publicised advanced

names are appearing on our Honours Boards, of the

notice of the dates for finals have all helped, but

Club Championships most particularly some of our

probably most important is the excellent standard

young players, David Willford and Matt Purnell in

of tennis produced by the matches. It is testimony

2004, Dan Bond and Dan Purnell in 2006, and Amy

to this high standard of play that spectating is not

Darlison in 2007.

restricted to the finals. Mention must be made of
the continued dominance of Sue Lock in the Ladies
Singles, winner on 21 of the last 23 occasions, and
Sue Lock and Mary Walkerdine, winners of the
Ladies Doubles for 16 of the last 19 years. Adam
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Generation Tournament bringing together young

1st and 2nds, all fixtures are “away”, “home” fixtures,

and older members, were first competed for in

played at Failand in recent years, sometimes being

2003. Most years Knowle has its own Wimbledon

more distant than “away” fixtures.

“Strawberries and Cream” Tournament.

Success in the Veterans’ tennis culminated in the

Introduced in 1999, and now an established

mixed Winter Veterans’ team winning Division 1

event, the Presentation Evening provides an

in successive years, 2002 and 2003, and again in

excellent forum for the celebration of achievement,

2005, 2006 and 2007, principally Sue Lock, Mary

presentations and congratulations, bringing together

Walkerdine, Richard Sleeman, and Tony Willford,

all the Membership of the club.

supported by Kathy Curling, Margaret Griffin,

Knowle continues to experience outstanding league
success for a small club. Fielding 5 or 6 Men’s teams
and 4 or 5 Ladies’ teams provides much opportunity
for all the players who wish, to experience league
play. Outstanding for the Men was 1999 when the

and Peter Wayborn. The Mens’ Summer Veterans
produced a hat trick winning Division 1 in 2003,
2004, 2005 and 2006, principally Richard Sleeman,
Steve Skilton, Tony Willford, and Mike Smallbone,
supported by Peter Wayborn, John Cressey, and

First team won Division 2 with a team consisting of

Tim Pinnell.

Tony Willford, Mike Fisher, Enzo Sanfelice, Mike

There are many long-standing players in our teams

Smallbone, and Adam Smith, and had a season

turning out year after year on Friday evenings,

playing in Division 1 after an absence of 25 years,

principally Margaret Griffin, Vicky Povey, Suzanne

this success being repeated in 2003 with a team

Bull, Sue Lock, Mary Walkerdine, Kathy Curling,

consisting of Colin Prewett, Adam Smith, Tony

Trish Ball, Mike Smallbone, Tim Pinnell, Peter

Willford, Richard Douglas and Enzo Sanfelice,

Wayborn, Richard Sleeman, Enzo Sanfelice and

and again in 2005 with a team consisting of Enzo

Tony Willford, all of whom have been playing for

Sanfelice, Tony Willford, Adam Smith and Richard

the Club for over 20 years and in some cases well

Douglas. In 1999 the year of the First team’s success

in excess of that. In 1999 Amy Darlison and Mary

the Men won a total of 3 leagues, repeated in 2001

Brain were playing League tennis at the age of 11.

and 2003. The Ladies’ best seasons have been 2001

In 2001 David Willford was playing League tennis

when the teams won 2 leagues, and 2003 and 2004

at the age of 11, and in 2005 Beth Newman played

when the First team was 2nd in Division 2A with a

her first League games at the age of 10.

team consisting of Sue Lock, Mary Walkerdine,
Nicola Douglas, and Sarah Lewis, resulting in the
team playing in Division 1 in 2005. A consequence

One of the features of the Club since the opening of
the bar has been its popularity after Friday evening
League when home and away teams have gathered

of a small club having many teams is that, apart from
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Into the Twenty First Century continued

1999 Winners Division 2 Men - Promoted to Division 1
Back Row: Tony Willford, Mike Fisher and Mike Smallbone
Front row: Enzo Sanfelice and Adam Smith
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to exchange accounts of victories or defeats, and

exercising wise stewardship over our resources,

relive those great shots.

overseeing the finances for the new clubhouse

In 1996 the Knowle team of Mary Walkerdine, Sue
Lock, Enzo Sanfelice, and Colin Prewett, under
the non-playing captaincy of Mike Smallbone
reached the national finals of the National Silk
Cup Tournament after surprising themselves by
winning a hard-fought regional final with a team

and being instrumental in establishing the bar, and
bringing to all of this an irreplaceable sense of
humour. Colin’s unique sense of humour is nowhere
better illustrated than in his introduction to his final
report as Treasurer in 1999. He writes:
Greetings to all worshippers of Bacchus and all

including Alex Clements as Sue Lock was not

other potential converts to the faith.

available. Playing at the prestigious Queen’s Club

As I am about to present the best story of robbery

in London they were defeated in the quarter finals

and intrigue since Robin Hood, I thought I should

by the eventual winners. The Club was Avon’s first

preface it by a confession.

representatives in the Doubles competition which

As those who served in His Majesty’s Service during

attracted an original entry of 1,000 teams. Knowle

the war will know, the Forces operated under eleven

was recognized as being very competitive compared

commandments. The additional one was “Do not

with other clubs, particularly compared with other

volunteer for anything unless you wish to be stuck

small clubs, and this has been maintained.

with it. Well, in the service of King Derek I broke

No less remarkable has been Knowle’s continued

that commandment in that:-

success in the Avon Inter Club Singles, in a number

1. I replaced a toilet roll so I became responsible

of years the Club winning both the Men’s and the

for drains.

Ladies’, for example in 1996 represented by Sue

2. I removed a ball from the guttering so I became

Lock and Colin Prewett, in 2004 by Sue Lock and

responsible for overflows.

Adam Smith, and in 2006 by Sue Lock and Dan

3. I pulled up a weed so I became responsible for

Bond. Sue Lock also won the Ladies’ in 1998 and

surrounds.

2002 and Mary Walkerdine in 1999. Sadly this

4. I ordered some tennis balls so I became

competition was not played in 2007.

responsible for the supply of balls.

There has been sadness in the Club. The unexpected

5. I replaced a light bulb so I became responsible

deaths of Colin Starke in 2000 and Geoff Douglas

for electrics.

in 2002 deprived the Club of two very valued

6. I had a glass of beer so I became jointly

workers.

responsible for the bar.

Colin Starke had been treasurer for 19 years,

Most members will have:
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Into the Twenty First Century continued

Silk Cut Challenge 1996
Queens Court, London
Quarter Finalists
Mary Walkerdine, Colin Prewett, Enzo Sanfelice, Sue Lock
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1. Been refused the use of the toilets.

the wonderful cabarets that accompanied the annual

2. Suffered from drips.

Wine and Cheese events for 10 years or so. Derek

3. Lost a ball in the grass.

Cordy, former Men’s Captain and Chairman, and
one of our Vice Presidents, always a good friend

4. Played without any balls at all.

of the Club, died in 2000. Another death, in 2001,

5. Played in complete darkness.

was that of Eileen Briggs, Life Member and Vice

6. Suffered alcoholic poisoning.

President, and widow of Gilbert Briggs former Life

So will not be expecting much from the accounts.

President. Eileen was our last link with the post war

We have been fortunate in finding a worthy

reopening of the Club, had a great love for Knowle,

successor in Tony Willford.

and treasured her long association with it. A further

Geoff Douglas served as Club Captain and Men’s

tragedy was the death in 2003, after a long illness,

Captain, was instrumental in raising the status and
profile of the Club Tournaments, but perhaps his

of Todd King, one of our most promising and wellliked young players.

lasting memorial is the coaching and encouragement

In 2000 the constitution was changed to confer

he gave to the young players and his determination

automatic Life Membership after 50 years in the

that they should be fully integrated into the playing

Club. Norman Bishop was the first recipient in 2000,

life of the Club, well remembered by them for his

then Gwynneth Pearce in 2003, Beryl Coombs in

Monday night “smalls squad”.

2005, and Mary Walkerdine in 2006. Also honoured

Nellie Mason died in 1998. She was an important

was Roy Hunt in 1999. Roy had joined the Club in

contributor to the success of the Ladies’ team which

1966 after the closure of Knowle Firfield and had

progressed from Group 6 to Group 3 in successive

served in a variety of offices until obliged to retire

years 1953 -1955, to Group 2 in 1959, and to
Group 1 in 1960, and was still playing with the mid

from the game, a stalwart of Club Tennis, and an
ever-present supporter of working parties.

week section in her 80s, Eileen Briggs recalling

A very serious, but fortunately, short-lived, threat

her playing a Ladies Doubles aged 86; she served

came to the Club in July 2002. The Chairman

underhand and was so often under-estimated by

was telephoned on the morning of Tuesday, 16th

younger opponents. . Also dying in 1998 was Ivor

July to be warned that an article would appear in

Balmond a member for 42 years and a long standing

that day’s Evening Post. The article would reveal

supporter of Club Tennis. The following year saw

a proposal to build a swimming pool and leisure

the death of Hal Gaudern, for long an active member

centre basically on our courts and the bowling green

of the Club after the closure of Knowle Firfield, but

with implications for the cricket club. The proposal

chiefly remembered, with Marian, as the producer of

was to be considered by the appropriate scrutiny
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Into the Twenty First Century continued
committee the following Monday so we had little

income for the Club, but more importantly providing

time to prepare our submission and representation

a focus for its social life. We no longer play tennis

in the person of Bernard Coombs for that meeting.

and go home. Friendships and social relationships

At that meeting, for the first time, Redcatch Park

have flourished, there is a lot of fun, and it is good

came into the frame as a possible site for the

to be a member of Knowle.

development. (Had the councillors forgotten its

What a change! In 1996 chairman, Hugh Weekes,

existence?) The outcome of the meeting left both

was saying “We badly need to get social events

sites under consideration, but after further studies

back on the scene”. The Club House and its bar

and visits, it was eventually decided that the site for

have encouraged social events so that throughout

the facility, if ever to be built, would be Redcatch

the year there is a full programme, not always large

Park. The downside for the Club was that, because

events but a great variety – quiz nights, race nights,

of the uncertainty regarding our future, it produced

cocktail evenings, games evenings, barbecues, ten

yet another delay in applying for funding to improve

pin bowling, parties and members’ own celebrations.

our facilities.

An increasing number of restaurant meals reflect

The previous chapter referred to expressions of a
desire to have a bar as soon as the new Clubhouse
was opened. Looking back and considering the
success of the bar it is surprising that it was not a
universal wish, and votes taken were by no means
unanimous. The excellent design of the bar, fitting
so well into the main room of the Clubhouse, was
the inspiration of Colin Starke and Peter Fisher.
The cost of installing the bar was £5,073 and bar
profits allowed this debt to be paid off by 2000. To
much rejoicing and celebration the bar was declared
open on 17 October 1998 by club member, Colin
Harvie, recently recovered from a very serious
illness, and named “Colin’s Bar” by Mrs Audrey
Starke in memory of Colin Starke on 10 March
2001. In 2003 the main room was refurbished at a

The bar has been a great success, providing a valued

N

O

the extent of having the occasional meal and club
hike. Not entirely social, but also sporting have
been the weekend visits, first of parties to Center
Parcs, and more recently visits of 20+ members to
the Manor House Hotel, described by one member
as, “a heaven for sports lovers”.
The 50 Club has continued to be a source of income
for the Club, usually attracting about 75 members,
the subscription being raised to £15 in 2001, the first
increase since it started in 1974.
Court improvements have included building the
block surround on the clubhouse side of all the courts
in 1997. Also in 1997 the courts were repainted to
take on a conventional colour of forest green with
a brick red surround, consigning the blue courts to
our memory. Farewell to the blue courts!

cost of £1,300.
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early 21st century has been the development of the

Management Committee. It is a sad indication of

playing facilities. The urgent needs identified were

how difficult it is for small single sport organisations

to re-lay the courts, renew floodlighting on 2 courts

like Knowle to get financial assistance that it was

and install floodlighting on an additional court,

not until early 2006 that the Club obtained the funds

renew the fencing, and create a tarmac path between

required. The Club obtained from Sport England

the car park and the club house.. The ambition was

a grant of £30,000 and an LTA interest-free loan

for astroturf courts, sadly not financially possible,

of £50,000 to be repaid over 10 years. Because

and so a tarmac surface was agreed. A better practice

of the long period of applying for funds a number

wall was part of the vision, but unfortunately not

of members have led or been involved in working

able to be funded. The needs were urgent; without

towards the Project, all of whom deserve the thanks

attention the courts would revert to being blue

of the Club. Margaret Griffin’s leadership of the

courts, and the floodlighting was at the end of its

last sub committee and the enormous contribution

life; the lights on one court had been in operation

of chairman, Kathy Curling, and treasurer, Tony

since 1974; by 2005 there were almost as many

Willford, merit special mention.

lights out as working lights. The collapse of one
floodlight pylon in 2002 and the increased frequency
of cleaning necessary to keep the courts playable
increased the urgency of the work.

Work started on the Project in January 2006, floodlit
play being lost immediately, but play continuing on
2 courts for a number of weeks. To the frustration
of Club members the work progressed slowly; the

The starting point was probably a day’s seminar

re-laid courts did not become available for play

attended by Colin Starke and Derek Walkerdine

until April and were not painted until mid-July. The

on Sports Facility construction as far back as

Official Opening of the Courts and New Floodlights

1997. Serious discussions started in 1999 and they

was on Saturday, 16th September, a day long to be

progressed with the setting up of a Steering group in

remembered by the Club. The opening was by local

2000. In the early days there was heady expectation

tennis player, Don Shears, an international Veteran

that the Club could access lottery funding and,

player, and it was part of a whole day of tennis

with our desire to serve our community and with

activities. What made it memorable was the huge

areas of real deprivation in South Bristol, we met

number of visitors, adults and children, and the great

many of the criteria for funding, but alas, with

enthusiasm for all the activities.

the decline in lottery ticket sales and diversion of
funds elsewhere, that source was no longer open
to us. Finance, available through good stewardship
of our own finances and an interest-free loan from
the LTA, possible now that the Club House loan

It seemed that the whole Autumn of 2006 was a
time of celebration. Finals Day on 9th September
was an afternoon and evening of outstanding
tennis, the postponed Gilbert Briggs Tournament
also produced excellent tennis, and the celebration

had been repaid, became the preferred route of the
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Into the Twenty First Century continued

Don Shears opening the new facilities - 16th September 2006

of Mary Walkerdine’s Fifty Years as a member of

to come. Long may there be a Knowle Lawn Tennis

the Ladies First team provided an opportunity to

Club!

welcome many to the Club including a large number
of Mary’s partners, past and present.
Ending this account of Knowle Lawn Tennis Club
at this time is not because it marks any special
anniversary. What makes it special is that it is a
milestone in the life of Knowle Lawn Tennis Club It
marks the period when the Club made a significant
investment in the future. In providing present and
future members with facilities fit for the 21st century
the Club is showing its confidence that tennis will
be played on the Wells Road courts for many years
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Social Life of the Club
Manor House
Hotel 2003

Centre Parcs 2002
Geoff Douglas
Tony Willford
David Willford
Todd King
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Members of the Management Committee 2007
Back row: MargaretGriffin, Mary Walkerdine, Derek Walkerdine, Nicola Douglas, Anna Willford, Vicky
Povey and Richard Douglas
Front Row: Tony Willford, Kathy Curling, Rachel Wayborn and Bernard Coombs

Above: Senior Presentation Evening 2007. Bernard Coombs on hand to congratulate Sam Russe (left) and
Nicola Douglas (right) on winning the George Hunt Cup for the Ladies Doubles Tournament 2007
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Appendix 1
Officers of Knowle Lawn Tennis Club
President

Chairman

Vice Chairman

1910?-30 Mr A. Hill
1934-36 Miss R. Hill
1938-50 Mr.R. Jenkins
1950-54? Mr F. Corbett
1954-79 Mr E. Pilgrim
1979-82 Mr F.C. Briggs
1982Mr B. Coombs
		

1947
Mr.R. Jenkins
1947-52? Mr L. Woodman
1953-54 Mr I. Jones
1954-60 Mr C. Burr
1961-66 Mr D.Cordy
1966-87 Mr B. Coombs
1987-91 Mr C. Coles
1991-95 Mrs J Lane
1995-97 Mr H Weeks
		
1997-03 Mr D Walkerdine
		
2003Mrs K Curling
				
				
				
				

1947
1965-66
1966-71
1971-73
1973-74
1974-79
1979-82
1982-87
1987-94
1994-96
1996-97
1997-99
1999-00
2000-03
2003-

Captain

Club Captain

Treasurer

1933-35 Mr A. Hill
1935-37 Mr E Pilgrim
1937-41 Mr M Collins
1948
Mr E Pilgrim
1948-50 Mr L Woodman
1950-55 Mr P Woodruffe
1955-56 Mr R Hall
1956-57 Mr F Hudson
1957
Mr R Hall
1957-61 Mr D Cordy
		
Vice Captain
		
1933-35 Miss K Yeats
1935-36 Miss J Russell
1936-37 Mrs D Clark
1937-41 Mrs A Heaven
1948-49 Miss R Russell
1949
Mrs Clutterbuck
1954
Mrs M Hearst

1961-65
1965-66
1966-69
1969-76
1976-81
1981-84
1984-88
1988-91
1991-93
1993-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-99
1999-02
2002-

….1927
1927-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-43
1943-46
1946-51
1951-71
1971-74
1974-75
1975-81
1981-00
2000-

A
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Mr B Coombs
Mr G Bush
Mr D Walkerdine
Mr C Bunting
Mr R Hunt
Mr I Sheppherd
Mr P Wayborn
Mr S Dillett
Mr G Hopkins
Mr T Pinnell
Mr G Hopkins
Vacant
Mr G Douglas
Mr A Somerfield
Mrs M Walkerdine
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-
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Mr E Pilgrim
Mr B. Coombs
Mr G. Bush
Mr L. Dinham
Mr G. Bush
Mr D. Walkerdine
Mr C. Curling
Mr R Hunt
Mr P Wayborn
Mr T Pinnell
Mr D Walkerdine
Mr J Cressey
Mr A Willford
Mrs K Curling
Mr R Sleeman

Mr R Iles
Mr D Young
Mr L Woodman
Mr I Clutterbuck
Mr A Hill
Mr R Jenkins
Mr L Woodman
Mr A Brown
Mr G Solomon
Mr L Dinham
Mr F.C. Briggs
Mr C Starke
Mr A Willford
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Officers of Knowle Lawn Tennis Club cont.
Men’s Team Captain
1964-65
1966-68
1968-69
1969-72
1972-73
1973-75
1975-77
1977-80
1980-84
1984-89
1989-91
1991-93
1993-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-99
1999-01
2001-04
2004-

Mr G Bush
Mr LDinham
Mr P Wayborn
Mr R Swan
Mr H Gaudern
Mr R Swan
Mr P Wayborn
Mr I Shepherd
Mr B Mason
Mr M Smallbone
Mr N Johnson
Mr G Douglas
Mr G Hopkins
Mr G Douglas
Mr J Cressey
Mr R Sleeman
Mr G Douglas
Mr E Sanfelice
Mr R Douglas

K

O

Ladies’ Team Captain General Secretary

1957-65 Mrs B Ford
1965-66 Mrs M Walkerdine
1966-69 Miss B Coombs
1969-72 Mrs M Walkerdine
1972-73 Mrs G Pearce
1973-74 Miss B Coombs
1974-76 Mrs A Alcock
1976-78 Mrs M Gillies
1978-80 Mrs A Alcock
1980-82 Mrs M Gillies
1982-84 Mrs A Hill
1984-86 Mrs V Povey
1986-87 Mrs A Hill
1987-88 Mrs S Lock
1988-90 Mrs P Coles
1990-91 Miss T Ball
1991-93 Mrs A Venning
1993-95 Mrs L Fisher
1995-96 Mrs H Browning
1996-99 Mrs M Walkerdine
1999-01 Mrs L Fisher
Life Members
2001-03 Mrs S Lock
1950 Mr & Mrs R Jenkins
2003-06 Mrs K Copeland
1952 Mr& Mrs L Woodman
2006Miss N Douglas
1967 Mr & Mrs N Clark
		
1967 Mr & Mrs D Cordy
		
1967 Mr & Mrs E Pilgrim
		
1967 Mr & Mrs A Brown
		Vice Presidents
1979 Mr F.C. Briggs
1963 Mr F C Briggs
1982 Miss N Mason
1982 Mrs E Briggs		1966 Mr D Cordy
1984 Mr A Dell		1967 Mr N Clark
1987 Mr B Coombs		1968 Mrs A Chamberlain
1989 Mr R Skeates		1971 Mr A Brown
1995 Mrs J Lane		1972 Mr B Coombs
1974 Mr G Bush CB
1995 Mr C Starke
1975 Mrs G Barrow OBE
1999 Mr R Hunt
1976 Mr D Chamberlain
2000 Mr N Bishop
1980 Miss B Coombs
2003 Mrs G Pearce
1982 Mrs E Briggs
2004 Mr D Walkerdine
1987 Mr R Hunt
2005 Miss B Coombs
1989 Mrs J Lane
2006 Mrs M Walkerdine
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1897
1899
1906
1927
1928
1929
1930-33
1933-38
1938
1939-41
1941-42
1943-47
1947-48
1948
1948-50
1950
1953
1954
1955
1956
1960-63
1963-66
1966-72
1972-76
1976-77
1977-86
1986-88
1988-91
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Mr Pocock
Miss Sage
Mr Dugdale
Mr Payne
Mr W Ware
Mr Douglas
Mr Storey
Mr R Jenkins
Mr B Heaven
Mr N Clark
Miss J Holloway
Mr R Jenkins
Mr N Clark
Mr E Pilgrim
Mr N Clark
Mr I Jones
Mr N Clark
Mr G Stone
Mr M Hearst
Mr N Clark
Mr F.C. Briggs
Mr F Fling
Mr E Chivers
Mr I Sheppard
Mrs A Alcock
Mrs J Lane
Mrs P Coles
Mrs A Venning
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Appendix 2
Significant Achievements and Occasions
1ST March 1893
1897
1905
1930
1935
5th May 1941
8th May 1948
1950
1952
1953
1954
1954 - 58
1955
1960
1960
1961/64
1963
1965
1966
1966.
1967
1968
1968/69
1970
1973
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1976-78
1976
1977
1980/81
1984

A

Meeting of Knowle Cricket Club Committee agreed to form a Tennis Club
Tennis being played.
New grass courts laid.
Closure of the Club proposed, but averted.
Pavilion replaced.
Club closed for the duration of the Second World War.
Re-opening of the Club.
Three courts re-aligned and reduced to two, Courts 3 & 4 and converted from
grass to all weather tarmac.
New pavilion opened.
Men’s team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
Three courts realigned, reduced to two, Courts 1&2, and converted from grass to
shale. Opened by Mr Fuller Eberle.
Men’s Team playing in Division 1.
Men’s Team Runners Up Division 1
Ladies’ and Men’s Second Teams formed.
Ladies’ First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
Ladies’ First Team playing in Division 1.
Erection of new Pavilion; existing Pavilion retained.
Ladies’ First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
Ladies’ First Team playing in Division 1.
Re-laying of the two all weather tarmac courts, Courts 3&4.
Ladies’ First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
Ladies’ First Team playing in Division 1.
Road widening and moving of Pavilions.
Opening of Toilets, Showers, and Kitchen by Mr Maurice Sinclair.
Ladies’ First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
Ladies’ First Team playing in Division 1.
Men’s First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
First Floodlit Court, No. 2. Switched on by Councillor Mrs Gwen Barrow.
Men’s First Team playing in Division 1.
Ladies’ First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
Re-laying of the two all weather tarmac courts, Courts 3&4.
Ladies’ First Team playing in Division 1.
Men’s First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
Men’s First Team playing in Division 1.
Conversion of shale courts, Courts 1&2, to all weather tarmac.
Court Number 3 floodlit.
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Significant Achievements and Occasions cont.
1985
1985/86
1986
1990
1990
1991
1993
1995
6th May 1995
1996
1996
1998
17 October 1998
1999
2000
2002/3, 5/6
2003,04, 05, 06
2003
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
16th September 2006
7th October 2006
2006/7
2007
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Ladies’ First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
First Team won Division 1 in Mixed Winter League.
Ladies’ First Team playing in Division 1.
Four courts re-laid all weather tarmac, painted blue.
Ladies’ First team won Division 2 and promotion to Division 1.
Ladies’ First Team playing in Division 1.
Celebration of the Centenary of the Club.
Under 16 Boys won Division 1 of the Junior Leagues.
Opening of the new Club House.
Knowle reached National Finals of the National Silk Cup Tournament, playing at
Queens Club, London.
Knowle - winners of Avon Ladies’ and Men’s Inter Club Singles
Appointment of first Club Development Coach, Richard Douglas.
Opening of the Bar by Colin Harvie.
Men’s First team won Division 2A and promotion to Division 1.
Men’s First Team playing in Division 1.
Mixed Winter Veterans First Team won Division 1.
Men’s Summer Veterans Team won Division 1.
Men’s First team won Division 2B and promotion to Division 1.
Knowle - winners of Avon Ladies’ and Men’s Inter Club Singles
Men’s First Team playing in Division 1.
Ladies’ First team second in Division 2A but promotion to Division 1.
Ladies’ First Team playing in Division 1.
Men’s First team won Division 2B and promotion to Division 1.
Knowle - winners of Avon Ladies’ and Men’s Inter Club Singles
Men’s First Team playing in Division 1.
Four Courts re-laid all weather tarmac, floodlights on Courts 2, 3, and 4, new
fencing, and new tarmac path.
Opening of new Courts and Floodlighting by Mr Don Shears.
Celebration of Mary Walkerdine’s 50 year’s Membership of the Ladies’ First Team
Mixed Winter Veterans First Team won Division 1; Second team promoted to
Division 1
Men’s Summer Veterans Team won Division 1
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Appendix 3a
Recent Annual Avon County League Champions
Date

League Team

1990		
1991		
1993/4
Winter
1994
Summer
1994/5
Winter
1995
Summer
		
1995/96
Winter
1996
Summer
1996
Summer
1997
No Records
1998
Summer
1998/9
Winter
1999
Summer
1999/2000 Winter
2000
Summer
2000/1
Winter
2001
Summer
		
2001/2
Winter
2002
Summer
		
2002/3
Winter
		
2003
Summer
		
2003/4
Winter
2004
Summer
		
2004/5
Winter
Winter
2005
Summer
		
2005/6
Winter
		
2006
Summer
		
		
2006/7
Winter
		
2007
Summer
		

A

Placing

Junior Mixed
Junior
Mixed
Mens
Mixed
Mens
Junior
Mixed
Mens
Ladies

Div. 2B
Level Three
Div. 2
st
1 Team Div. 2B. 3rd Team Div. 5AA
3rd Team - Div. 5BB
2nd Team -Div. 4AA
1stTeam -Div3A.
Level 3 Div 1
3rd Team - Div. 4B
4th Team - Div. 5B
4th Team - Div 6AA

Mens
Mixed
Mens
Veterans Mixed
Mens
Veterans Mixed
Ladies
Mens
Veterans Mixed
Ladies
Mens Veterans
Mixed
Veterans Mixed
Mens
Mens Veterans
Mixed
Mens
Mens Veterans
Mixed
Mixed
Mens
Mens Veterans
Mixed
Veterans Mixed
Ladies
Mens
Mens Veterans
Veterans Mixed
Mixed
Ladies
Mens Veterans

4th Team -Div. 6BB
2nd Team -Div. 4BB
1st Team -Div. 2B
1st Team - Div. 3
5th Team - Div. 7B
1st Team - Div 2 and 2nd Team - Div. 5
2nd Team - Div. 4A and 4th Team - Div. 6BB
2nd Team -Div. 3A, 3rd Team - Div. 5BB & 5th Team -Div.6AA
1st Team -Div. 1 and 2nd Team -Div. 4
1st Team – Div. 3A and 3rd Team - Div. 5AA
Div. 2
2nd Team – Div. 4A and 3rd Team – Div. 4B
1st Team – Div. 1
1st Team – Div. 2A, 3rd Team – Div. 5BB & 5th Team - Div. 6AA
Div. 1
1st Team – Div. 2B
6th Team – Div. 7BB
Div. 1
1st Team – Div. 1
2nd Team – Div. 4A
1st Team – Div. 2B
Div. 1
2nd Team – Div. 3A
1st Team – Div. 1
3rd Team – Div. 5AA
3rd Team – Div. 4B
Div. 1
1st Team - Div 1
3rd Team - Div 4AA
2nd Team - Div 4B
Div. 1
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Appendix 3b
Winners of Bristol and Avon Inter-Club Singles
Ladies
1954

Representative

NELLIE MASON

1964

Representative

MARY WALKERDINE

1967

Representative

MARY WALKERDINE

1970

Representative

MARY WALKERDINE

1973

Representative

MARY WALKERDINE

1975

Representative

MARY WALKERDINE

1996

Representative

SUE LOCK

1998

Representative

SUE LOCK

1999

Representative

MARY WALKERDINE

2002

Representative

SUE LOCK

2003

Representative

SUE LOCK

2004

Representative

SUE LOCK

2006

Representative

SUE LOCK

1987

Representative

COLIN PREWETT

1993

Representative

COLIN PREWETT

1994

Representative

COLIN PREWETT

1995

Representative

COLIN PREWETT

1996

Representative

COLIN PREWETT

2004

Representative

ADAM SMITH

2006

Representative

DAN BOND

Men

Winners of Bristol and Avon Inter-club Mixed Doubles
1972
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ANNABEL ALCOCK and RODNEY SWAN
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Appendix 4
Club Trophies
Edward Feltham Cup Men’s Singles
Knowle Firfield Club Cup. Edward Feltham was a resident of Knowle who was a very generous benefactor,
particularly to Holy Nativity Church of which he was churchwarden from 1913 until his death in 1930.
Donated to Knowle Lawn Tennis Club in 1966, and competed for since 1966.

BCD Ladies’ Singles Cup
Donated by Gilbert Briggs, Bernard Coombs, and Laurie Dinham, and competed for since 1969. Its possession
has been monopolized by, Mary Walkerdine first winning it in 1970 and winning it 12 times, and Sue Lock
winning it an amazing 21 times.

Geoffrey White Men’s Doubles Cup
Donated to Knowle Firfield Club by Geoffrey White, President. Donated to Knowle Lawn Tennis Club in
1966, and competed for since 1968.

George Hunt Ladies’ Doubles Cup
Knowle Firfield Cup, donated to Knowle Lawn Tennis Club in 1966, and competed for since 1967. This is
a particularly handsome trophy, thought to originate in Persia (Iran) possibily as military silver. It was won
for 14 successive years, from 1990 to 2004, and again in 2006 by Sue Lock and Mary Walkerdine.

Weekes Trophy Mixed Doubles Cup
This is the oldest of the Club’s trophies, and it was donated by Mr and Mrs Weekes, licensees of the Red
Lion Inn in the 1950s. In the earlier years of the Club members favoured the Talbot Inn (now a restaurant),
but in the 1950s it was certainly the Red Lion (now replaced with housing). It was first competed for in
1953, the winners being Nellie Mason and Norman Bishop, Norman still playing with us.

Doris Wright Mixed Doubles Veterans’ Trophy
This Plate was donated by Arthur Wright, stalwart of the Mid Week Section for many years, in memory of
his wife. From 1976 to 1993 it was competed for by the Mid Week members. From 2000 onwards it has
been the trophy for a Veterans’ Tournament.
This is the only competition for which there is a runners up trophy, the May White Trophy, also donated
by Arthur Wright.
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Club Trophies cont.
Edgar Pilgrim Winter Mixed Doubles Shield
The trophy for this Competition, originally the Floodlit Competition, was a tankard, donated by Edgar Pilgrim,
former Life President, and competed for since 1977.

In 2003 the tankard was replaced by a Shield and

the Competition renamed the Winter Tournament.

Gilbert Briggs Mixed Doubles Cup
The Cup was donated by Eileen Briggs, former Life Member and Vice President, in memory of her husband,
Gilbert, former Life President, and competed for since1984.

Geoff Douglas Generation Tournament Cup
The Cup was donated by the family of Geoff Douglas, former Club Captain and Men’s Captain, in his memory,
and has been competed for since 2003. The Tournament pairs a young player with a Senior member, ideally
in a mixed doubles arrangement.

Todd King Future President’s Cup
The cup was donated by the King family (Mum Sandra, Dad Andrew & Sister Jenna) in memory of their
son/brother Todd, Paul, Andrew King, a very promising young player, and competed for since 2003. It is
played for in a Mixed Doubles Tournament in which members choose their partners.

Rod Swan Cups
The Cups were donated by Mrs Swan and Mrs Anne Burston (Clarke) in memory of Rod Swan, former
Men’s Captain and Junior Coach, who died at an early age. They are competed for by Juniors below the
age of 16, and have been played for since 1986.

Pip and Will Cup
Pip and Will were two New Zealand youngsters who spent a year with us at Knowle. When they returned
home they left a sum of money for the purchase of a Cup, that has been competed for since 2001.

Lost Trophies
Two Junior Cups, the D.C. Weekes Junior Trophy, donated by Mr and Mrs Weekes, and the Gaiety Cup,
donated by the Chamberlain family, were both reported as lost in 1984.
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Appendix 5
Tournament Winners
George Hunt Cup
Goblet

B.C.D. Cup

G.W. White

(Ladies Doubles)

(Ladies Singles) (Men’s Doubles)

1966				
1967 Mrs M Gillies			
Miss B Pyrke
1968 Mrs G Pearce		
B Coombs
Mrs M Walkerdine		
D Morgan
1969 Miss B Coombs
Miss B Coombs
P Wayborn
Miss J Soloman		
H Bunting
1970 Mrs M Walkerdine Mrs M Walkerdine
B Coombs
Miss A Dunn		
P Wayborn
1971 Mrs M Walkerdine Miss E Cooke
N Bishop
Miss J Woodbridge		
R Long
1972 Mrs M Walkerdine Mrs M Walkerdine
R Swan
Miss G Houston		
S Hill
1973 Mrs A Hill
Mrs A Alcock
H Gaudern
Mrs J Matthews		
R Hunt
1974 Mrs A Chamberlain Mrs M Walkerdine
L Dinham
Mrs M Crofton		
Ian Sheppard
1975 Mrs A Alcock
Mrs M Walkerdine
P Wayborn
Mrs M Griffin		
Ian Sheppard
1976 Mrs J Lane
Mrs M Walkerdine
P Crabbe
Mrs M Walkerdine		
T Pinnell
1977 Miss B Coombs
Mrs M Walkerdine
H Gaudern
Miss M Smalldridge		
C Kibby
1978 Miss B Coombs
Mrs M Walkerdine
J Cressey
Mrs G Pearce		
C Curling
1979 Mrs A Hill
Mrs A Alcock
R Hunt
Mrs V Povey		
J Cressey
1980 Mrs A Alcock
Mrs M Walkerdine
I Baber
Miss P Ball		
R Swan
1981 Mrs A Alcock
Mrs M Walkerdine
H Gaudern
Mrs V Povey		
M Withers
1982 Mrs A Alcock
Mrs M Walkerdine
R Hunt
Mrs V Povey		
R Swan
1983 Mrs A Alcock
Mrs A Alcock
R Swan
Mrs C Aylward		
A Davies
1984 Mrs M Gillies
Mrs S Lock
R Swan
Mrs A Hill		
D Ridler
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Edward Feltham Cup		
(Men’s Singles)

L Dinham
G Bush
R Lucas
P Wayborn
R Swan
B Perry
R Swan
B Perry
P Crabbe
R Swan
R Swan
B Perry
B Perry
R Swan
B Perry
G Sanders
G Sanders
A Davies
A Davies
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Tournament Winners continued
George Hunt Cup
B.C.D. Cup
			
(Ladies Doubles)

1985

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
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L

Edward Feltham Cup

(Ladies Singles) (Men’s Doubles)

Mrs M Gillies
Mrs S Lock
Mrs A Hill		
Mrs A Alcock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs A Kibby		
Mrs M Walkerdine Mrs S Lock
Mrs A Harrison		
Mrs M Walkerdine Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock		
Miss A Clements
Mrs S Lock
Mrs A Hill		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
NOT PLAYED
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		

1986

K

G.W. White
Goblet
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(Men’s Singles)

G Sanders
M Smallbone
G Sanders
M Smallbone
G Sanders
M Smallbone
C Prewett
E Sanfelice
M Smallbone
N Johnson
M Fisher
E Sanfelice
C Prewett
M Smallbone
C Prewett
M Smallbone
C Prewett
M Smallbone
M Fisher
A Smith

A Davies

P Fisher
E Sanfelice
M Fisher
A Smith
R Sleeman
A Willford
M Fisher
A Smith
M Fisher
A Smith
E Sanfelice
A Willford
E Sanfelice
A Willford
E Sanfelice
A Willford

C Prewett

T

E

G Sanders
C Prewett
C Prewett
C Prewett
G Douglas
C Prewett
C Prewett
C Prewett
C Prewett

M Fisher
M Fisher
A Smith
A Smith
A Smith
C Prewett
A Smith

N

N

I

S

C

L

U

B

George Hunt Cup
B.C.D. Cup
			
(Ladies Doubles)

2004
2005
2006
2007

G.W. White
Goblet

(Ladies Singles) (Men’s Doubles)

Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Miss N Douglas
Mrs M Walkerdine
Miss S Russe		
Mrs S Lock
Mrs S Lock
Mrs M Walkerdine		
Miss N Douglas
Mrs S Lock
Miss S Russe		

A Smith
M Purnell
A Smith
M Purnell
R Douglas
M Thompson
D Purnell
M Purnell

Edward Feltham Cup
(Men’s Singles)

A Smith
E Sanfelice
D Bond
E Sanfelice

Gilbert Briggs Cup

Edgar Pilgrim Shield

Doris Wright Salver

(Mixed Doubles)

(Winter – Mixed Doubles)

(Midweek – Doubles)

1976			
			
1977		
Dr M Reeve
		
Ivor Sheppard
1978		
Mrs M Walkerdine
		
P Wayborn
1979		
Mrs A Hill
		
J Herring
1980		
Mrs C Aylward
		
B Mason
1981		
Mrs A Hill
		
P Wayborn
1982		
Miss E Chamberlain
		
C Starke
1983		
Miss E Chamberlain
		
N Johnson
1984
Mrs E Bagshaw
Mrs A Chamberlain
A Davies
A Davies
1985
Mrs C Aylward
Mrs A Chamberlain
P Fisher
A Davies
1986
Mrs A Alcock
Miss L Dimambro
B Coombs
A Davies
1987
Miss C Foxall
Mrs M Walkerdine
M Peathyjohns
J Watson
1988
Mrs P Coles
Miss A Barnard
C Prewett
R Barnes
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Mrs J Lane
H Clayton
Mrs M Upson
T Wright
Mrs V Battersby
T Wright
Mrs P Fox
G Wright
Mrs J Perry
G Wright
Mrs A Hill
Mrs M Lee
Mrs P Fox
G Wright
Mrs J Perry
Mrs J Jennings
Mrs G Pearce
Mrs A Smith
Mrs J Lane
G Wright
Mrs A Chamberlain
Mrs G Pearce
Mrs M Upson
M Rattnett
Mrs M Avery
M Rattnett
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Tournament Winners cont.
Gilbert Briggs Cup

Edgar Pilgrim Shield

Doris Wright Salver

(Mixed Doubles)

(Winter – Mixed Doubles)

(Midweek – Doubles)

1989

Miss A Cooke
N Johnson
1990
Mrs M Gillies
P Wayborn
1991
Miss A Clements
G Douglas
1992
Mrs J Lane
R Barnes
1993
Miss C Lewis
E Sanfelice
1994
Miss P Ball
T Pinnell
1995		
1996
Miss C Lewis
A Smith
1997
Miss C Lewis
M Fisher
1998
Miss N Douglas
J Cressey
1999
Mrs M Walkerdine
A Smith
2000
Mrs C Douglas
D Newman
2001
Mrs S Lock
E Sanfelice
2002
Mrs M Walkerdine
A Willford
2003
Mrs M Walkerdine
A Smith
2004
Mrs S Lock
A Smith
2005
Miss S Russe
D Newman
2006
Miss N Douglas
D Purnell
2007
Miss N Douglas
D Bond

Mrs S Lock
J Watson
Mrs P Coles
E Sanfelice
Mrs M Walkerdine
M Smallbone
Miss R Anstey
M Smallbone
Mrs M Walkerdine
A Smith
Miss G Mounty
C Prewett
NOT PLAYED
Miss S Lewis
M Fisher
Mrs M Walkerdine
R Douglas
Mrs S Lock
M Smallbone
Miss N Douglas
P Fisher
Miss S Lewis
M Smallbone
Miss N Douglas
D Newman
Mrs M Walkerdine
M Thompson
Mrs S Lock
D Newman
Mrs S Lock
D Willford
Mrs M Walkerdine
D Newman
Mrs S Lock
R Tucker
Mrs S Lock
D Willford

Mrs M Shattock
G Wright
Mrs E Mogg
G Wright
Mrs J Lane
Mrs M Upson
Mrs J Lane
Mrs E Mogg
Mrs M Shattock
J de Silva

K

L

N

O

W

L

E

A

W

N

Veterans
Mixed Doubles

Mrs M Walkerdine
G Douglas
Mrs M Walkerdine
P Wayborn
Mrs M Walkerdine
A Willford
Mrs S Lock
A Willford
Mrs M Walkerdine
A Willford
Mrs M Walkerdine
A Willford
Mrs S Lock
R Sleeman
Mrs S Lock
A Willford

T

E

N

N

I

S

C

L

U

B

Weekes Cup
(Mixed Doubles)

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

A

Miss N Mason
1972
N Bishop		
Miss M Newman
1973
F Hudson		
Miss N Mason
1974
F Martin		
Miss N Mason
1975
D Cordy
Miss M Sheppard
1976
D Cordy		
Miss A Whiting
1977
R Townsend		
Mrs E Organ
1978
F Martin		
NOT PLAYED
1979
Mrs G Pearce		
R Townsend
1980
NOT PLAYED		
Mrs B Ford
1981
R Swan		
Mrs M Walkerdine
1982
C Kibby		
Mrs M Walkerdine
1983
R Townsend		
Mrs A Hill
1984
G Bush		
Mrs M Walkerdine
1985
C Kibby		
Mrs M Gillies
1986
R Lucas		
Mrs M Walkerdine
1987
B Perry		
Mrs P Richardson
1988
L Dinham		
Miss V Cooke
1989
H Gaudern		
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Mrs G Pearce
1990
B Perry		
Miss B Coombs
1991
P Wayborn		
Mrs M Gillies
1992
R Swan		
Mrs H Sage
1993
P Crabbe		
Mrs S Smith
1994
P Wayborn		
Mrs A Alcock
1995
T Pinnell
1996
Miss B Coombs		
B Perry
1997
Mrs A Alcock		
K Upton
1998
Mrs A Alcock		
P Wayborn
1999
Miss B Coombs		
R Swan
2000
Mrs P Stacey		
R Swan
2001
Mrs A Alcock		
M Smallbone
2002
Mrs M Gillies		
B Mason
2003
Mrs A Alcock		
M Smallbone
2004
Mrs A Alcock		
M Smallbone
2005
Mrs S Lock		
N Johnson
2006
Mrs P Coles		
M Smallbone
2007
Miss K Weatherly		
C Prewett
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Miss S Lewis
N Johnson
Miss R Anstey
E Sanfelice
Miss R Anstey
E Sanfelice
Miss S Lewis
C Prewett
Miss S Lewis
C Prewett
NOT PLAYED		
Mrs S Lock
R Sleeman
Miss N Douglas
D Cole
Miss S Lewis
M Fisher
Miss C Lewis
A Smith
Miss N Douglas
R Douglas			
Miss S Lewis
A Willford
Mrs M Walkerdine
S Skilton
Mrs C Douglas
C Prewett		
Mrs C Douglas
R Douglas			
Miss N Douglas
D Bond
Mrs M Walkerdine
R Douglas
Miss A Darlison
D Purnell			
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Tournament Winners cont.
Rod Swan Cups
Junior Singles Tournament

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

K

N

Pip and Will Cup
Junior Mixed Doubles Tournament

Girls

Boys

Miss A Barnard
Miss S Lewis
Miss C Lewis
Miss R Anstey
Miss R Anstey
Miss M Griffin
Miss J Prior
Miss J Prior
Miss K Hall
Not Played
Not Played
Not Played
Miss C Bull
Miss M Brain
Miss A Darlison
Miss A Darlison
Miss A Darlison
Miss A Darlison
Miss L Newman
Miss L Purnell
Miss L Newman
Miss B Newman

N Phillips
J Wright
S Smallbone
J Wright
D Meacham
A Smith
R Douglas
D Cole
D Cole

O

W

L

E

“Geoff Douglas Generation Cup”
Tournament

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

A Sims
O Wild
T King
R Tucker
D Bond
D Willford
D Willford
D Willford
L Cockle
L Cockle

L

A

Miss A Darlison & T King
Miss A Darlison & D Bond
Miss A Darlison & D Bond
Miss A Darlison & D Bond
Miss A Darlison & D Bond
Miss A Darlison & D Bond
Miss A Willford & D Willford
Miss L Newman & D Wilford

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Miss H Spragg &R Sleeman
T Pinnell & S Hood
Miss L Purnell & R Douglas
J Carter & E Sanfelice
Miss B Newman & A Willford

Todd King “Future President’s Cup”
Tournament

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

W

N

T

Miss N Douglas & C Prewett
Miss N Douglas & D Bond
Miss S Russe & D Newman
Miss N Douglas & M Purnell
Miss L Newman & E Sanfelice

E

N

N

I

S

C

L

U

B
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